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Introduction
For centuries men of good will have wanted to create a

world in which everyone would be happy. To achieve this
universally happy state, it has generally been agreed th~t

human behavior must show, or be made to show, certam
characteristics. One of the most important of these
characteristics arises from the fact that men Eve together in
groups: In order to achieve general happiness under t~e

conditions of group life, it follows that men must behave In
ways which are compatible with each other's happiness.
Th"'ey must, to promote happy group living, show the sort of
conduct we call 4 "good." "right," '4 moral, " or "ethi
cal.' Additional behavioral requirements may be equally
obvious. For example, in order to obtain the things that
make themselves happy and to insure the survival of the
group that ic;; organized to produce a happy life, ?'len must
behave in ways which promote health, which show
knowledge and skill, and which are productive and inventive.
The list might, of course, be easily extended.

There is adifficulty, however. Men of good will agree that
human behavior is of central importance for achieving a
happy world, but they disagree violently on where. th~t
behavior originates. In the traditional view, man has within
himself a nonphysical mind which has the power to freely
choose the behavior that his physical body exhibits. In the
radical determinist view, however, a strict scientific
approach is taken and human behavior is seen, Jik~ all other
phenomena in the natural world, as ~ ph~slcal effect
produced by prior physical causes. In the first VIew, hum~
behavior is determined by a genetically produced body and its
surrounding environment. .

It will be the contention of the present effort that the issue
of free-will versus determinism is the major barrier which
divides men of good will and which, by extension,
undermines a program of united action aimed at achieving
the goal of a happy world. .

There is a further problem that needs to be resolved. It !s
very difficult for the scientific determinist and the free-~lIl

traditionalist to talk with each other about human behavior.
much in the same way as it is difficult for an atheist and a
Christian to talk with each other about theology or a
communist and a capitalist to talk with each other about
economic systems. Both parties to each discussion usually
have widely different personal histories, and for that reason
they behave toward their particular topic in widely different
ways. The problem of supplementing differe?t .personal
histories in approximately the same way for brIngIng. both
parties into intelligent contact wit~ the f?ndamental lSSU~S

that divide them has never been satisfactorily resolved, and It
would be too much to hope for a solution here. It may not be
too much to hope for progress in this direction, how~ver. It
is important, moreover, that efforts toward a solution be
made. For in an age when deterministic science has reached
the point where it can intervene in human affairs and deal
with behavioral problems effectively, it meets its most savage
resistance from supporters of the free-will tradition.

As an informal student of science and as an advocate of its
application to human affairs, I have tried to work out ways
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for clarifying the basic issues which set the traditionalist and
the radical determinist against one another. A major
problem is that of reducing the issues to a manageable
simplicity without omitting anything important from the
account. In attempting to do this I have found it helpful to
proceed in a rather simple way ~ aiming at the heart of the
matter and avoiding the artificial complexities that are
encouraged by an emphasis on rhetorical sophistication. I
shall try to bring this strategy to bear in the present
discussion of humanitarianism science. and the work and
practical proposals of Dr. f).F. Skinner, whom I personally
regard as the most advanced scientific thinker of our age.
The treatment will be general in scope. It should be well
within the competence of the educated ray person. Hopefully
it will help diminish the unfortunate misunderstanding
which centers around a science of behavior and which
undermines its use for releasing men from the evils that have
burdened them since earliest antiquity.

Humanitarianism
Men of good will, as we have noted, have long wanted tv

create a world which would insure the survival of the human
species and the happiness of all its members. The men who
have sponsored this aim have called themselves or have been
called various names-such as "humanists," Hliberals,"
"democrats, " "socialists," "communists," and so on.
For present purposes it may be convenient to use the word
humanitarian as a more or less neutral term for identifying
men of this general viewpoint.

There is, as we have also noted, a fundamental difficulty.
The happy world envisioned by humanitarians is contingent
upon behavior: For all men to be happy, they must all
behave in ways which promote a happy life. But how can
they be made to do this?

Humanitarians have long tried to answer this question,
but the result has been a dispute of classical proportions. For
while they all agree on the same goal, they often disagree
sharply on the means required for achieving that goal. Why?

The failure to agree on means is not difficult to explain.
To achieve the humanitarian goal, there are certain basic
questions for which valid answers are required. These basic
questions arise from the simple but central fact that men live
together in groups. In order for men to live together in
.!?roups successfully, itfollous that they must behave in ways
which are compatible with successful group living. This fact
necessarily raises two basic questions:

(1) What are the best ways for men to behave in order to
insure successful group living?

(2) How can men be made to behave in those ways?
These are the two basic questions-the tuo basic issues
which arise from the fact that men live together in groups. In
short, these are the two basic social issues. And because the
government of a group is responsible for its success, these
are also two basic issues ofgovernment.

The first basic question implies a need for behavioral
change, and for that reason it may be restated as follow~:

What changes in the behavior of men need to be made ~n

order to insure successful group living? The second baSIC



question implies a need for ways to produce behavioral
change, and therefore it may be alternately expressed as
follows: How can the behavior of men be changed? But
before we can have an effective understanding of how to
change behavior, we must first have an accurate
understanding of why men behave as they do. Implicit in the
second question, therefore, we have a third question, and for
that reason the original two basic questions need to be
reformulated in a way that will make explicit the three basic
questions with which we must finally deal:

(1) Why do mer; behave as they do?
(2) How can their behavior be changed?
(3) What changes in their behavior need to be made?

These, then, are the three basic questions-the three basic
issues which necessarily arise from the fact that men live
together in groups. These are the three basic social questions
and, by extension, the three basic questions of government.
These are the three basic questions for which valid answers
are required in order to achieve the humanitarian goal of
constructing a world which will insure the survival of the
human species and the happiness of all its members.

The failure of humanitarians to agree on means for
achieving their goal may be explained by the fact that
different and conflicting answers have been given to these
three basic questions. It would be pointless to indicate even
in a general way the wide range of answers that have been
supplied. Nor would it serve any legitimate purpose to point
to the numerous humanitarian schemes that have been tried
for achieving a successful and happy group life. The point to
be emphasized is that men of the humanitarian tradition have
never been able to agree on means nor have they ever been
successful in accomplishing their goal. And the principal
reason for this seems to be a mere restatement of the one that
divides them in the first place: They have never been able to
discover validanswersto the above three questions.

A valid answer to any question about the world will
obviously depend on an effective method for acquiring valid
information or knowledge about the world. The ultimate
source of disagreement among humanitarians on the matter
of means must therefore be sought in the method by which
valid information about the world can be obtained. It is to
this crucial methodological issue that we may now turn,

Science

It is important that the issues raised by the three basic
questions be openly faced. To acquire valid information
about why men behave as they do, we must discover the
causes of their behavior. To acquire valid information about
how to change their behavior, we must discover ways to
manipulate those causes in order to control their behavior.
And to acquire valid information about what changes in their
behavior need to be made, we must discover all the effects of
their behavior upon themselves, upon others, and upon the
species of which they are members. How this may be done is
simply stated. Men live in" and are part of, a natural world
which consists of relations between physical causes and
effects. By discovering those relations, men rnay acquire
knowledge of the world. By devising ways to use that
knowledge, men may acquire skills for changing the world.
And by using the knowledge and skills for making changes
that work to the ultimate advantage of all living individuals
and their as yet unborn descendants, men may change the
world in a way which best promotes human happiness and
survival. This is the difference between science, technology,
and ethics.
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Broadly speaking, men acquire knowledge of the world by
the method of observation. There is a difficulty, however.
Throughout most of human history, knowledge has been
acquired by casual observation. Frequently, however,
genuine cause-and-effect relations escape detection when
observations are made in a casual way. Valid answers to
important questions can seldom be discovered at will. But
men often find it difficult to tolerate indecision and to defer
action on matters that are important to them, and in the
absence of authentic information they are inclined to guess·
simply invent causal accounts. Folklore, philosophy,
theology, psychology, and the so-called social sciences
supply many examples of fictional explanations. Although it
is often claimed that these explanations have been acquired
through special methods, such as "reason," " intuition, ' ,
"revelation," and so on, a more careful analysis suggests
that the processes involved were probably much simpler.
Guesswork based on casual observation has been the
traditional means used by men for explaining the world and
their place in it.

One form of guess work based on casual observation is an
appeal to miracle-working agents which lack the physical
dimensions of the natural world. Explanations of this sort are
called "supernatural' 'I or "metaphysical." A particularly
troublesome example is the traditional doctrine of free
will-v-the notion that human behavior is controlled by a
"free" or "autonomous" mental or psychic agent enclosed
within the organism. Now if men do have within themselves
a special nonphysical power which enables them to defy the
process of physical causation that governs the rest of the
world and to initiate and alter the course of their own actions
spontaneously, then we are apparently helpless. If their
behavior is not already controlled by physical events, then it
seems pointless to look for its causes in the physical world or
to rearrange that world for producing changes in conduct. To
believe in the freedom of human behavior and to be at the
same time concerned with its causes is to show a curious
paradox. But the paradox is seldom acknowledged and the
importance of understanding and improving the external
conditions which affect human behavior is almost never
seriously challenged. The obvious importance of the matter
has, in fact, created difficulties, for it has led men to
anticipate legitimate inquiry and to invent and accept with
conviction spurious explanations which have often been used
in reconstructing the surrounding environment.

The human species took what was almost certainly its
most important step when it began to refine its techniques of
investigation so that selected parts of the world could be
studied by means of controlledobservation. This marked the
origin of the scientific method. The basic assumption
underlying the use of the scientific method is that men live
in, and are part of, a natural world of causes and effects, and
that both causes and effects are physical in nature. This
assumption is variously called natural or materialor physical
determinism. Since the natural or material or physical world
is the only world that can be known by observation and
controlled by manipulation, it is the only world that can be
studied by empirical science and changed by a controlling
technology based on science. Insofar as science is concerned,
this is the only real world. Using this basic assumption as a
guide, the practice of science led to two epochal results: (1)
explanatory fictions were steadily overthrown and miracle
working agents were gradually dislodged from their seats ot
control and driven from the world; and (2) facts were
steadily accumulated and men acquired a power that was the



closest thing possible to being miraculous. The results of this
practice are, in fact, virtually unique, for no other method of
inquiry can in any way compare with science in showing
endless progress in accumulating facts and in using those
facts for dealing with the world effectively,

Wi:h such a powerful method at their disposal, it was
inevitable that men should adopt it in the study of their own
behavior. The first clear proposal to do so carne from J.B.
Watson .. and the program which SptctnA from this effort
:)(-.:.AfYIC known as bebutnorism, In ,\ formal sense, this
111;): ked the oriein of a science of behatnor. Essential to the
t\rO"~J,lm ut if science nl behavior is the assumption that
human behavior ~~ rorurolled, not hy a nonphysical inner
•~('nt. but ny phyvical events in the natural world, It that
assumption 1:; fai~t,. rhen ~'lenct' can be ~,f no help in
-iiscovcnng whv men behave as thev do and how their
behavior tan be changed. In this case, universal good will
must come .. it at all. from d miracle in the form of a universal
Jt't of free-will, If, however. that assumption is true, (hen
scienc..e can answer these questions and, for the first time in
history. men of ~ood \\,,11 C41n proceed confidently and
-nrelliuentty with it program of humanitarian reform.

Bcbarior ..Sctcnreasd B F .C,Jin'J,'t"

'~\"~ may therefore consider H fortunate that todav there is
tl (onlJlt'llin~ and ~(owin.~ body of evidence to show that this
.l~~un,p(iun i:, indeed valid. The man l hit,fly responsible tor
this achievement is f1,F. Skinne-r . th::t dean oi modern behav
.oral science, Skinner riar.fied dJl.' relations between the
('arJit'f scientific work of I.P. Pavlov and E.L. Thorndike,
Pavlov's studies had dl'dlr with the sort of behavior usually
called "rnvcluntary" or . In..J1tlxi\~,·· bur which Skinner
termed respondent behavior, Thorndike, GO the other hand,
had been concerned with the kind of behavior commonly
called ,. voluntary" or ., frt.~, ., but Ylhich Skinner t~rrned

operonl behavior. There Wt're excellent reasons for the
rcchristenin~.Respondent behavior inevitably responds to a
particular environsnental event. as when saliva is elicited by
the introduction of food into tht: mouth. Operant behavior,
in contIast, operates upon the environrnent to produce
consequences or efte<.ts, as when a man walks, talks, works,
plays, and so on. 1bese two behavioral processes
r~pondent and operant -appear to exhaust the range of
action exhibited by animal organisms.

Skinner~s prilnary interest ".as in operant behavior. This
kind of beha\ ior- the kind \\rhich is cOO'imonly called
"voluntary"-is thelt which is most often eKplained by
invoking ~ free inner a~ent. It 9.~as the study of this ~havior
under the carefully l:ontrolled conditions characteri~t~(of an
ex~riJJlentaJ science (hat forced Skinner to a quite ilifferent
conclusion,

Skinn~r di:=.t·o\'cred that behdvior whi<:h operates upon the
environJnent is (au.~ or controlled, not by a free inner
ilget1t, but by irs own consequences or effects, which ariSt·
from the surroundin~t'TJvjrorJml~t. In order to understand
how behdvior \\,tllch operates upon tht- environment is
affl~1(1d by its own con~quences,Skinnn designed a special
apparatus that enabled him to observe and cOlltrol
environmental conditions in a systematic way. In order to
quantify changes in behavior that occurred as a function of
changes in the environment, Skinner used the rale of
response-the frequency at which a particular act is
emitted-as his measure of behavior. By systematically
manipulating the environmental consequences which fol
lowed upon a given response, he was able to observe whether
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a corresponding change in the rate occurred. If it did, a
controlling relation between behavior and a specifiable
antecedent event was established. Skinner was eventually
able to report :

Manipulation of environmental conditions alone made
possible a wholly unexpected practical control. Behavior
could he shaped up according to specifications and
maintained indefinitely almost at will (1).

Thus, by rnarnpulatina the environment of an organism,
Skinner discovered that he could shape and maintain It~

behavior with precision. These two effectsv-shapmg and
maintaining behavior-s-roughly correspond to the traditional
notIons of. respectively, ' ·learnin~·· and · "rnotivauon.' .
The point TO be emphasized is that by achieving what may
rairlv be described as d total practical control ot beha ':lor b}
controlling environmental conditions alone, Skinner demon
strated in rigorous fashion that the environment of animal
organisms exercises, by way ot metaphoncal description. &l

· •totalitarian control' ~ over (heir behavior. ntis led to (he
notion \.1£ the controlling cnuironment : The environment
\ ontrols behavior ~ and the genetic structur.."' of the organism
mediates the controlling relation. If this were not the case .• ~

would bedifficult to imagin..:· howSkinner was able h.' ~'l hi~.. ·t
this · "whollyunexpected' environn.crual CCOtfO).

Th- "r(4 IS an Implication in this finding which is irnport.u it .

It must ht.· carefully stated and clearly understood. for it will
have is i rirical bearing on later stages of the present
undertaking. When casual observation was replaced bv
carefully controlled observarion. all suggesrior.s of an inner
c1g(~n1 of control vanished without a remainder. No inner
a~(~nt was observed. and no inner agent was required to
explain the behavior, Skinner did not. bouieuer. exorcise the
inner agent; he simply discovered that it had never been
there in the first pldi:e. Nothin~ \,-"as subtracted {rom thE'
organism; it remained completely intact. Deliberate control
replaced accidental control, but control as such was neither
increased nor lessened. Because control is inevitable, this
would not have been pos.4)ible.

Previously an inner explanation seemed required because
[he control exerted by the environment is often too subtle to
detect under the usual conditions of observation. Skinner's
analysis, like scientific analysis in ~eneral, simply brought
into clear focus what formerly had passed unnoticed. At the
same time, the analysis exposed as fraudulent an inner agent
whose authority had long been imposed by the tyranny of
ignorance.

In describing what he observed. Skinner borrowed from
Pavlov's terminology. The term rein.forcement is applied [0

all objects and events which have the consequence of
increasing the rate of behavior. The resultant increase is
called cfJ1ui;tioning, 9;hile the decre~ in rate which follows
the wit holding of reinforcement is called extinction, Skinner
has indica{~d these process~s;nthe fol1owin~way:

By arrangin~ a reinfnrcing consequt.-nce, we increase
th{\rate at which a respooS{\occurs; by f~limin~ning the
consequence 'I Wt· decrease the rate ° These are the
processes of operant conditioning and extinction (2).

Accordingly, the pivotal operation for controlling the
strength of behavior is the manipulation of reinforcing
consequences.

Reinforcing events are of two sorts. The first is called
positive reinforcement and this consists of giving the
organism something, such as food, money, or verbal
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The human design of contingencies of reinforcement is
called cultural design .. The design of culture implies a
cultural designer, and his behavior must also be explained.
This may be done by pointing to the contingencies under
which his designing behavior occurs. The design of
contingencies which ,-·{~ntrol designing behavior is called
~J.!nl!ernmen/(JI design • ..nd this is a special case of cultural
design, The efft~ctjvene~s of behavior-s-and hence of a group
of ht:tl~vin,g in.lividualse-witl ultimately depend on the
t..)ff(\.·~ivcn{~ss of the conunvencies which control the behavior
of the cultural dc~~i.~~ner. 'C70vernmental design is the link in
the causal chain upon which eftective behavior. depends. and
.1 ~.,,-,ieJlr(-' that makes behavior its object of inquiry is uniquely
qualified to design a government. This, as a special case of
cultural design. IS the closest thinK possible to the intelligent
desi..o» ofa controlling center.

As \VC have seen, culture, in the broadest sense, is simply
that part of the world which is arranged by men, It is
therefore through the practice of culture that men may take
over the adventitious contingencies of reinforcement set up
by the mindless. interplay of unpremeditated events and, by
redesigning and manipulating them intelligently, control
themselves tor producing a desired effect. Contingencies
arranged by intelligence-s-by a knowledge of their probable
consequences for the behaving human organism- are the
kinds of events men attempt to set up when they deliberately
or intentionally design and implement cultural practices.
Sometimes they are successful, but most often they are not.
In the usual case the important contingencies are designed
and manipulated by the wrong bands-by selfish who
exercise control, not for the good of the group, but for biased
purposes. But if humanitarians can devise a way to bar selfish
men from these contingencies and perfect them according to
information supplied by a science of behavior, then they at
last will be able to build on a universal scale the good life
which, for millennia, has been their vision. This, in fact,
will be the central concern of the enlightened humanitarian.
For behavior control by reinforcement is not a theory but a
fact, and if good men are not quick to take advantage of this
new found knowledge, then bad men almost certainly will.

This much of the present discussion may be summarized
in the following way. First, the causes of human behavior are
contingencies of reinforcement in the controlling environ
ment. This is the basic causal principle discovered by
behavior science. And second, human behavior is changed
by manipulating its causes in the controlling reinforcement
contingencies. This is the basic operation performed by
behavior technology-by government in the narrow
technological sense. As chief architect in the construction of
a behavioral science and a behavioral technology based upon
it, Skinner .supplied the means necessary for yielding valid
answers for two of the basic questions here at issue. Un these
two matters-on the actual establishment of an authentic
behavior science and an authentic behavior technology based
upon it-there is full agreement among radical behaviorists.

At this point we must consider the practice of government
in the broadest sense, which includes both a method' of
behavior technology and a method for determining the
specification for behavior to he produced by behavior
technology. The latter method is needed to answer the
question about how men need to behave-about what
changes in their behavior must be made-in order to insure
successful group living, which is to say the survival of the
human species and the happiness of all its members. This
third basic question, as well as the method by which it may
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l)C answered, is perhaps the most difficult issue with which
\\ t' must deal, if onlv because it is the least understood. Even
som.: radical beh~viorists have not devoted themselves
sufficiently to acquiring an adequate understanding of the
matter. ..~: ,.1 this has led them to retreat to a popular
prescientitu practic .. which then intervenes as an alien and
hostile ingredient in an otherwise rigorously consistent
scientific program. The third basic issue .. therefore" needs to
be approached can-tully and in easy -tages in order that the
empirical validrtv of our way of meeting it may be fully
understood and finallyaccepted,

As we have pointed out , government in the narrow
technological sense r('~ts on two basic questions: (1) Why do
men behave as they do? And (2) How can their behavior be
changed? But at the point where practical control is reached,
the third basic question must then be added: (3) What
changes in their behavior need to be made? In traditional
academic practice, the hrst question has been assigned to the
field of "psychology, 'I' the second to the field of · 'political
philosophy" or '~rractica~ 11\)litics~" and the third to the
fieldof · .: rnoral philosophy, . or · I. ethics. ' ,

As we have also pointed out, the first basic question is.
implied in the second, with the result that the three basic
questions may be most economically expressed in two -part
form. The third question becomes: (1) What are the best
ways for men to behave in order lr) promote successful group
living? The first and second questions combine in a single
question as follows: (2) How can men be induced to behave
in the best ways? Traditionally, the first question has been
assigned to the field of "Jaw-making ," the second to the
fieldof ' I. law-enforcing.' ,

From this simple exercise it should be clear that our main
emphasis on the basic questions is not unique, but in fact has
a counterpart in traditional thought and practice. This is
necessarily so, since, as we have seen, the basic questions
inexorably arise from the very nature of social living , and no
society or government can function without dealing in some
way with behavior specifications and with means for
producing behavior according to those specifications. The
first or "law-making" function of government has to do
with behavior design and, by extension, a cultural or
contingency design that will produce behavior according to
specifications set forth in the behavior design. The second or
"law-enforcing" function of government has to do with
behavior management and, by implication, a cultural or
contingency management that will construct and maintain
the contingencies designed to produce the behavior specified.
It is true, of course, that traditional treatments of the two
basic functions of government-and hence of the basic issues
as expressed in two-part form-e-are typically far less explicit
than what has been set forth here. It is nevertheless evident
that the traditional distinction between law-making and
law-enforcement-between the legislative and executive
functions of government-corresponds in the broadest
possible sense to our distinction between behavior or cultural
design and behavior or cultural management.

Traditionally, then, answers to the first basic question
have come from law-makers, while answers to the second
have come from law-enforcers. In both cases the various
answers have emerged from the established pattern of
guesswork based on casual observation. But how might a
government based on a science of behavior answer these
questions?

The second question is, of course, easily disposed of,
since, as we have seen, it requires only an extension of a



technology based on a science of behavior to society at large
for arriving at a valid answer to the question regarding the
most effective controlling practices for governing men. On
this point informed men no longer quarrel. The first question
still causes trouble, however. The issue has traditionally
been assigned to the field of "ethics," which is concerned
with justifying the control of human behavior. Broadly
described, the object of the business of ethics is to find some
, 'rational' , or ' 'logical' , criterion according to which
behavior may be classified as either "good" or "bad." and
then on this basis design rules, laws, or codes of conduct. It
scarcely needs pointing out II however, that men have often
been in violent disagreement on the criteria to be used in
deciding questions of "right" and "wrong" and, by
extension .. on the distinction between moral and immoral
behavior. But can science supply a valid answer to the
question of what behavior is best for men--of how they
should behave?

Not according to the traditional view of the matter. The
answer to this question is said to require a "value
judgment." It is commonly supposed that "values" and
, 'facts" are different, and that they require different kinds of
knowledgefor that reason. It is further supposed that science
is necessarily confined to the latter. This presumably means
that the practice of law-making depends upon extrascientific
sources of information. Is it true that science must be
abandoned at this point in favor ot some unique method
which yieldsa specialkind of knowledge?

BehaviorDesign and B.F.Skinner

The resolution of this singularly troublesome issue
represents Skinner's third major achievement. which is an
analysis of how science may supply valid answers to moral or
ethical questions and thus provide the basis for a scientific
behavior code. By discovering behavior specifications which
maximize the chances for the survival of the human species
and the happiness of all its members, science may furnish a
behavior design or behavior code which would answer the
third basic auestion and which would, moreover, be
independent of the behavior designs or codes that have
resulted from the accidental cultural or conditioning
histories of traditional societies. Skinner has stated the
matter as follows:

Much has been written recently of the need to return
to "moral law" in deliberations concerning human
affairs. But the question, "Whose moral law?"
frequently proves embarrassing. Faced with the
problem of finding a moral law acceptable to all peoples
of the world, we become more acutely aware of the
shortcomings proposed by anyone group or agency.
The possibility of promoting such principles, either
through education or military conquest, is not
promising. If a science of behavior can discover those
conditions of life which make for the ultimate strength
of men, it may provide a set of "moral values" which,
because they are independent of the history and
culture of anyone group, may be generally accepted
(4).

In addition to the prospect of a science of morals or ethics,
Skinner's statement suggests a collateral point of enormous
consequence: Science and scientific technology, because of
their singular effectiveness, tend to unify the societies of the
world in the sense of making their cultures more and more
alike. The tendency of physical and biological science and
technology to unite, at their respective levels of analysis and
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application, the various cultures of the world is well marked,
and we may look forward to an enlargement of this trend
when behavior science and technology receive comparable
acceptance. The completion of this science-induced process
of cultural unification would be achieved in all its major
aspects with the universal acceptance of a moral or ethical
science.

In returning from this momentary digression, we may
note an unfortunate state of affairs. Skinner has not, in any
single treatise, provided us with a complete account of all his
ideaswith respect to morals or ethics and the susceptibility of
this field to the scientific method of discovery. This may be
part of the reason radical behaviorists sometimes feel it
necessary to resort to prescientific methods when faced with
the challenge of deciding which kind of behaviors men need
to be taught. In the absence of a complete and comprehensive
analysis conveniently located in a single wack" we have only
one recourse. To become fully acquainted with Skinner's
position on this crucial issue. we must conduct a search of
his many writings with this object in mind. Although the
following citations in no way exhaust all that he has written
on the subject, they may nevertheless suffice for supplying a
general outline of his novel contribution.

In conceiving of a community as a pilot experiment,
the designer may tum directly to two practical
questions: What behavior on the part of the members
of a community is most likely to contribute to its
success? How may that behavior be generated and
maintained? (5) ... (W)hy not experiment? The ques
tions are simple enough. What's the best behavior for
the individual so far as the group is concerned? And
how can the individual be induced to behave in that
way? Why not explore these questions in a scientific
spirit (6)? ..Ethics and morals are particularly
concerned spirit (6)? ..Ethics and morals are particu
larly concerned with bringing the remoter conse
quences of behavior into play (7)...1£ there is any
purpose or direction in the evolution of culture, it has
to do with bringing people under the control of more
and more consequences of their behavior (8) ...The task
of the cultural designer is to accelerate the
development of practices which bring the remote
consequences of behavior into play (9)...(T)he ultimate
good is ultimately determined by consequences
(lO) ...A science that clarifies (the relation between
behavior and its deferred consequences) is in the best
possible position to specify a better world in an ethical
or moral sense (11).

At this point we seem to be in a favorable position to
enunciate the means by which Skinner would supply a valid
answer to the third basic question concerning how men need
to behave-s-concerning what changes in their behavior must
be made-in order to insure successful group living. A
summary statement of Skinner's third principal contribution
may therefore be set forth in the following way:

By discovering all the consequences or effects of all
possible forms of behavior which result for the
behaving individual himself, for all other individuals,
and for the species of which he is a member, science
may specify how men need to behave in order to
maximize positive consequences and minimize nega
tive consequences in the world in which they live. By
making the relations between allforms of behavior and
their consequences clear-by, in other words, setting



forth a complete statement of the contingencies of
reinforcement in each case-science may supply valid
information for [he design of behavior and, by
implication, for the design of rules, laws, or codes of
conduct, It is by this means that men may at last devise
an authentic science or morals or ethics.

Although expressed in somewhat idealistic language .. this,
we may judge, is a basically accurate description of Skinner's
position, And this .. we may also judge. is almost certainly
the most revolutionary conception of morals or ethics ever to
be advanced in rhe history of human thought. It is also the
most plausible. This scientific conception of morals or ethics
renders obsolete everv "sociar' or ""political philosophy"
.wer 1{) appear in the annals of governmental theory .. for it
makes plausible .. tor the first time. a government based on a
·Jcit~nt.lii(..... analysts with resoect to its law-making function as
well as to its law-enforcing function. Put in another way" it
makes plausible a ,'!ovPfPlnent based on a science that is
aimed at {~£"ct"lverin.£ both a behavior de~.jgn that win m...)St

l'tk1Cri\icly promote successful ~roup hving and a cultural
de.~~n that will most effecrively share and maintain the kinds
:";t c·(~ndl.l(t specified by the hf.lhaviof design. A science of
~~n·'.'t:rn!nenr, conceived [0 the widest sense as a behavior
~'o(k" hrf"l)ed 011 :~ :-)Cir~11l"e at ethics ~nd supplemented by a
oehavior 1'e~bnology based Cit a -rienre of behavior, offers a
compiete and valid guide to rhe practice of goverrnncnt. ~N!.th

~ he advent 01 this innovation. 'C he tr aditional practices of"
;.,·oJtti!~!(r philosophy and p~~.ty p<)~;:i~'s 1cJSt.' their puint.

The forc.~()ing arcount of the means by wruch men may
f.k·":Jise ail ~dthe".ric :..C'i~l1C(~ of morals or ethics and. by
.mnlication . an aurhent ~c si.'ren,'e ot law or legisl.tion. 1S
..:le~r'v hostile to tradiuonal conceptions of govemment~
whether democratic or otherwise. .A ~oveinment based on
rhe scx-nrific method .. tor example ': is wholly imcornpatible
with a government based on the democratic method, which
appeals, not to a specialized study of the reiations between
behavior and its ultinlate consequences. hut to a polling of a
~eneral opinion of these relations. in theory ~ the method of
demfxracy assigns an ultimate role to the governed in
deE:iding what kind of behavior is ne'-'essary in order to
promote "iuccessful group living. And in practice, the
method is hopelessly disasterolls. D~mocracy" which is based
on free-lvill doctrine. has gained powerful and widespread
~upport, and for that reason it is almost certainly the greatest
\'ingle hindrance to the adoption of science ill the ptactice of
government. 'This will be further discussed at a later stage ()f
the present account. i\t the nl0fIlent, however ~ it may be
~u.fficient to note that a progranl aimed at discovering the
most t"ffective v;ays ):or pe-ople tu behave in order to live
together "'il1CCC')sfully 1S in principle no vlay ditler~nt irom a
p.rogrti.rrl ~i.mf·d at disccverin~ the most. effeclive ways for
peopJr: to bt~havf· in order to construct houses successfully. [0

rais.~ crops fO;ucccssfu 11 y ~ to successiuIl~'3.C hleve and majnt~in

optimllnJ heaith, ('t{ to succ{~ssfuliy control Ut~~ir own anrl
each other's behavior, What we can morals or eth1cs.. then~
is sirr!ply a special case of the general tendencv of an living
urganl~ms to learn \'/ay~ of adapting or adjustin~ successfully
'(0 the conditions. l,i their environment-in thi.s <.~ase, the
conditions of their sfx:ial environment. In all cases ... success is
judged by appealulg to the consequences or effects that arise
from the particular action taken.

This is not, however, the traditional view of the matter. In
this view, as we have previously remarked, moral or ethical
questions require a value judgment in order to be answered.
It is said that a knowledge of values and a knowledge of facts
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represent two different kinds of information, and that science
is restricted solely to the discovery of facts. Science, it is
argued, may be able to ten men how they must behave in
order to achieve a particular goal (such as successful group
living), and it may be able to tell them how t.o produce the
required behavior (such as by means of a particular kind of
culture). but it cannot tell them that they should behave in
ways which promote that goal. Questions which entail a
, ·should' , or ' 'should not' , decision are said to be
answerable only from a knowledge about an individual's
values and about the choices he makes incident to consulting
those values to form a judgment. Thus, choices made on the
basis of value judgments are said to be the final authority in
..k~Lid'n,g between good and bad or right and wrong. But
what I then, ale values?

1\ scientific analysis of behavior has offered a surprisingly
simple answer to this classical problem by showing that
values are simply concealed references to reinforcing objects
and events. When a man works for morley or spends it on
alcohol we may say that he .. •values... money and strong
drink.., btl! these reduce to statements about things that
reinlorce him. When we sav that a child •'values ~" e.1nJv V'lII·t'

are simply reporting that candv is Ii reinforcer for the :.:-h1Id.
When a rnan behaves in ways which insure that he dor'~ Hf}t

,gu to prison we may sa) {hi-It he "values '" h'(~~l~t"j.~ but
what vl~e really mean i~·, Lhat ht~ i::-. reinforced tor i.1.,:oiOUtg JH

41\r.:l~i"";l" condition. \Vhcl1 we sav that ~ per~·71.:"n "~\uluc·::"· ~

~ri(' of honest y and peace or irs opposite, we aft'" simply
de-cnbing condition,.., whicn have brt"~l observed to reinforce
him, Values l then, are n(;l.Lil.l~ more than reiniorCi'fS
which, or «oursc, are integral parts of 3 scientific analysis,

A scientific analysis is also fa[uI to the notion that an
individual behaves 'as he does because of a prior · 'value
judJ!lnent'· ')1 H\·alue choici~. q Hunlan beha·v"jliT is
determined, not by value judgn"u:nts or choices q but, as we
have seen, by ....einforcing consequences. When we. say that a
man makes a value choice prior to either spending his money
or saving it, we cannot be referring to a cause of his behavior
but only to an effeci upon it by certain contingencies of
r-einforcenlent. He does not spl~nd or save because he
chooses" but does one or the other because of the control
exerted by prevaiiing contingencies. This control, in turn,
Inay be explained by many earlier contingencies in which
spending Of saving was reinforced. The value which an
individual appears to choose is nothing more than the
controlling et1ect of reinforcement upon the behavior which
see:nlS te exemplify making achoice. Accordingly, to acquire
knowledge of v~'hy an individual behaves as he dut~s" we ate
not required to guess at ur ask hirn to giles~ at · "matters of
value. " Rather, Vie mll~t anal yze the complex contingencies
in 'which l~is behavior occur::; and discover the ~'mdtters of
fact' , res(ft)nsible for it. fht.: trauitionaJ. distinctiun ht.ltween
.., \' ci]ues ,I and · 'facts 1 ~ IS therefore spurIous.

The same sort of analysIs i~ rC4uired tor overthrowHI.'5 the
common belief that one individual can choose or lrv to
choose '(he values of another. No individual C:1I1 b~ an
fJflginaling cetlter of control,: for he hirnself is controlled.
I"he facr that under the conditions of group life one
individual often controls the behavior of another must be
accounted for in the usual way. Certain characteristies of
behavior in the controllee-for example, cooperation-are
reinforcing for the controller. For that reason the controller
implements controlling practices which reinforce those
characteristics in the controllee. But the control exercised,
or the behavior it produces, is not the result of a prior value



judgment or choice made by the controller. Rather, it must
be explained in terms of its reinforcing effects upon the
controller, and this may be done by analyzing the
contingencies in his environment and enviornmental
history. This kind of analysis is required, for example, in
o~der to account for why parents typically reinforce or try to
reinforcecertain characteristics in their children-such as the
kind of behavior which promotes health rather than sickness,
which shows intelligence rather than stupidity, kindness
rather than cruelty, helpfulness rather than destructiveness,
and so 00. It would be incorrect to say that the parent makes
a value judgment or choice which he or she then attempts to
set up in the child. The characteristics are set up because of
their reinforcing consequences for the parent, which in tum
must be explained by pointing to the parent's environment
and environmental history. The same kind of analysis is
necessary to explain why a government attempts to set up
certain behaviors in its citizens by use of various cultural
practices, or why a scientist proposes changes in cultural
practice to remedy certain behavioral problems. In whatever
case, there are no values or choices to be taken into account.

But the question remains: Can science tell the individual
how he should behave or a government that it should
implement controlling practices to produce that behavior?
We may begin by recalling that it is within the competence of
a scientific analysis to make clear the full range of
consequences-immediate and ultimate-that follow from
particular behaviors. Science may, for example, be able to
specify all the important consequences for the individual
which result from ingesting alcohol. It may be able to show
t~at despite momentary reinforcing effects, alcohol damages
his health and that good health is more permanently
reinforcing. It might also show that inebriation works against
stable social relations, and that stable social relations are
ultimately more reinforcing. By making all relations between
particular behaviors and their consequences clear-by, in
other words, specifying the contingencies of reinforcement
in each case-science may be able to supply a statement of
how the individual will behave if he is to live a maximally
reinforcing life. But this is only another way of saying that
science can tell the individual how he should behave in order
to be maximally reinforced.

To counter by saying that science cannot tell the
~dividualthat he should behave in ways that are reinforcing
1S of no help, since his behavior will be controlled by
f:inforcing co~sequ~nces. The fact that there are many
different ways In which men may be reinforced in no way
alters the basic controlling relation. But the fact that there
are certain ?ehaviors which are ultimately more reinforcing
to others 1S a matter upon which science can supply
important information. The new contingencies set up by that
information will become part of the individual's reinforce
ment history. If the additional facts-the new contin
gencies-gain control over his behavior, the individual will
behave ~ W?ys that are ultimately more reinforcing. If they
do not, u will be because competing contingencies still. have
a more powerful effect. If the introduction of new
information alone is not enough, then more extensive
changes in the individual's environment may be required to
work a change in his behavior. But once that new
!nfor~ati?~ has be~n introduced, the likelihood of a change
in the individual will at least to some extent beincreased.

When we turn to the field of social life, the same sort of
analysis applies with respect to morals or ethics. Moral or
ethical questions arise because men live together in groups,
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and for that reason they must be analyzed in a group context.
When living together in groups, as emphasized at the outset
of the present undertaking, men must behave in ways that
ar~ compatible with group living. H they do not, the group
will be weakened and, at length, it may not survive. Since
the conse9u~cesof ~roup living are powerfully reinforcing
for men, It 15 to their advantage to behave in ways which
preserve and strengthen the group. Generally speaking, to
the extent that behavior has consequences which promote
successful group living, to the same extent it is "good; " to
the extent that it works an opposite effect, to that extent it is
, 'bad. " When undertaking to discover whether particular
behaviors are good or bad, as we have seen, an analysis must
be made not only of their immediate, but also of their
ultimate consequences for social life. By making the fun
range of consequences clear, as we have also seen, science
may furnish a description of moral or ethical behaviors which
is independent of the descriptions that have been determined
by the particular cultural or reinforcement histories of
different traditional societies. Information of this sort may
tell a government what kind of behavior it should produce in
order to create a maximally reinforcing group life. Once a
government has this information, the probability that it will
design and implement cultural practices to produce the
behavior specified will to at least some degree increase. In
summary, then, it may be said that questions of "right" and
"wrong" are experimental questions that may be answered
by science.

It would be wrong to suppose, however, that a behavior
s~ience alone is sufficient to decide "questions of value, , ,
since the consequences of behavior may work good or bad
effects not only on subsequent behavior, but also on the
?iologi~aland physical properties of the human organism and
Its environment. For example, eating behavior that is under
the control of foodscomposedof concentrated calories-such
as sugar and fat-may have remote effects which contribute
to metabolic disorder and degenerative disease, and only a
biological science is competent for discovering these remote
effects. And productive behavior that is under the control of
machines operating on certain kinds of fuel may have
deferred consequences which disturb the atmosphere of the
earth, and only a physical science is qualified to detect these
deferred consequences. For this reason, both biological
and physical science must unite with behavioral science to
construct a valid "science of values. ' ,

Byway of summary, then, the special information which
values seem to demand is traditionally supplied by the casual
observation of reinforcing consequences. These are the
consequences which "justify" the control of human
behavior. And sinc~ the~ consequences are also the very
fa:ts analyzed by science m order to explain behavior, it is a
science of behavior that is uniquely qualified to define moral
or ethical values. The things men call "good" -the things
that make them "happy" -are the things they "value" and
these translate into positive reinforcers. The things men call
"~ad"-the things that make them "QIlhappy"-are the
things they act to ' 'free' , themselves from and these
t~nslate into negative reinforcers. A good or happy life-a
life.t~at me~ value-is a life in which men are controlled by
~s1t1ve reinforcers and free of control by negative
r~1nforcers..It is a life that is contingent upon behavior and,
SlOC: men live together in groups, a successful group life is
contingent upon behavior which has the kind of conse
quences-which results in the kind of goods or values-that
ace called moral or ethical, the whole subject of which is the



special province of a science that makes behavior its object of
inquiry.

The classical "problem of values" is, therefore, really no
problem at all. What may be called "positive values" are
simply positive reinforcers; and what maybecalled' 'negative
values" are simply negative reinforcers. Because of the way
men are constructed, they act to achieve the happy effects
caused by positive reinforcers and to escape or avoid the
unhappy effects caused by negative reinforcers. By analyzing
all the happy and unhappy effects of different forms of
behavior upon the behaving individual himself, upon all
other individuals, and upon the hwnan species, science may
specify the forms of behavior which ultimately maximize
happiness and minimize unhappiness. These behavior
specifications may be used to design behavior by translating
them into rules, laws, or principles of conduct that may be
incorporated into a behavior code based on science would be
eminently rational or intelligent, since rational or intelligent
behavior may be defined as action which is effective for
maximizing positive effects and for minimizing negative
effects. Such a code would also be eminently moral or
ethical, since moral or ethical behavior may be defined as
action which is effective for maximizing positive effects and
for minimizing negative effects not only for the behaving
individual himself, but also for all other living individuals
and for future generations yet to come.

There is, apparently, one final problem that needs to be
met: Who will decide what behavior is best and, by
extension, what behavior to produce? In light of the previous
discussion, this historically troublesome question now seems
quite meaningless. A more useful question, at this point, is
this: How will optimal forms of behavior be discovered? The
identification of a human agent is no longer the important
issue. This becomes evident when the original question is
raised with respect to established scientific practice in the
fields of causal analysis and practical control: Who will
discover why men behave as they do? And who willdiscover
how their behavior can be controlled? H we are not likely to
ask these question when confined to the already established
explanatory and technologicalaspectsof scientificpractice, it
is because we have come to realize that the decisive issue is
the facts, and not the individualwho discovers the facts.

The same principle must be brought to bear in the present
case. We have noted that a scientific analysis of the relations
between behavior and its positive and negative consequences
furnishes a general pattern according to which a scientific
behavior design or behavior code may be constructed. Such
an analysis supplies facts about the relations between
behavior and its important effects. And in order to maximize
positive effects and minimize negative effects I men must
place themselves under the control ofthe facts. In short, the
facts, and not a human agent, will decide what behavior is
best for men and, thus, what behavior to produce.

Since behavior is most effective when controlled by all its
consequences, the task of a scientific analysis is clear: it is to
identify all the effects of human behavior so that they can be
brought to bear for controlling it. A government based on
laws scientifically extracted from the pattern of relations
between behavior and its consequences-from, in other
words, a factual account of the reinforcement contingen
cies-would be, in the classical phrase, "a government of
laws, not of men." The principle would simply be made
effective as a device for designing a code of conduct. Since,
however, the laws would be ultimately derived from facts,
such a government would be ultimately, to suggest a new
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phrase, "a government of facts, not of men." We may, ifwe
wish, call this form of government a "scientocracy."

It may be important to remark that, at any given point in
time, a set of facts about a particular part of the world may.
to varying degrees, be incomplete in some important respect.
But where the facts end, guesses, not value judgments,
begin. When men do not have all the facts on matters of
immediate importance to them, their only recourse is to
guess. The guesses are called' 'theories." And, of course,
the most plausible guesses or theories are most likely to be
advanced by scientific specialists whose object of special
study is the particular part of the world for which there is, at
any given moment, a lack of factual information.

If behavior is most effective when governed by all its
consequences, and if a government frames its laws on the
basis of facts discovered by a scientific analysis of the
relations between behavior and all its consequences, then
such a government should be, in another classical phrase,
"a government for the good of the governed." It should also
be, in yet another classical phrase, "a government by the
consent of the governed, " since it is reasonable to suppose
that enlightened men would eagerly consent to being
governed effectively for their own good. A scientific behavior
code, supplemented by a scientific behavior technology to
insure its effectiveness, offers mankind its only reasonable
hope for the cultural unification of the world and, by
implication, for the establishment of a universal network of
strong societies composed of happy individuals.

No existing government-that is to say, no existing
behavior code and supporting technology-can in any way
approach this offer. No existing government is worthy of
human possibilities. But a science capable of analyzing the
remote consequences of behavior may progressively discover
the specific forms of action which make for the full
development of human genetic potential and, by implication,
the maximum strength of the group. Information of this sort
will specify how men should behave-and, as a special case
of this, how the governors of men should behave-for
creating a strong group composed of happy people. Such
information will be indispensible for designing a culture
and, as a special case of this, for designing a government
which will guarantee that both men and their governors
behave as they should. Here, if anywhere, is an intelligent
foundation for a universal humanitarian order designed to
maximize the happiness of the individual and the strength of
the species of which he is a member.

With this, our survey of the three basic questions is
complete. In each case, Skinner has been the principal
driving force in identifying the means by which valid answers
may bediscovered. This, according to the view taken here, is
by far the most important development ever to appear in the
history of social analysis and, by implication, in the history
of the analysis of government. This, according to the view
taken here, is the scientific revolution in psychology,
government, and ethics. We may therefore conclude that the
general scientific revolution which began with the
Newtonian revolution in the study of physics, and which was
followed by the Darwinian revolution in the study of biology,
has now been completed with the Skinnerian revolution in
the study of behavior.

With the means for answering the three basic questions
ready at hand, it now only remains for men of good will to
work out the details of practical implementation. A final
stroke of good fortune comes in the form of a model of how
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this may be done. It is to this matt..-r that we may now turn.

Scientific...Humanitarianismand Bd: S'kinnl"r

Skinner's three major contributions therefore consist of a
behavior science, a scientific behavior technology, and a
scientific behavior design or behavior code. In common
parlance, he put psychology ~ government ~ and morals or
ethics on a scientific oasis. In doing this he supplied the
means by which valid answers may be found for the three
basic questions upon which rhe achievement of tilt:
humanitarian goal hinges. Stated in another way. he
established a scientific basis for disrhargine the two basic
functions of a humanitarian government .. which are to
discover (1"> the most effective behaviors for cr -ating a strong
group composed of happy individuals and (2) the most
effective ways for producing those behaviors. Stated in yet
another way. he showed how science may be used by a
humanitarian govemment to achieve Us principal objective ..
which is to maximize the developrnent ot human genetic
capacities for effective living.

But bevond these three decisive achievements lies a final
major contribution, for Skinner has also been the chief
spokesman for the practical use of behavior science and its
products for attaining the humanitarian goal. He is the
leading figllre within the humanitarian tradition in the sense
that he speaks above ..ill others for an effecziue hurnanitanan
ism --a scientific humanitarianism. His earliest and most
widelv known -effort in this connection mav be found In his
utopian novel, Walden TW(J l12), "\\~hich'"offers a draft. of
history" ~ first scientific humanitarian utopia.

The application of a science of behavior for humanitarian
ends is described by Skinner in this monumental work. The
work is concerned with the use of science for designing a
culture-s-the contingencies of reinforcement-s-for an entire
society as a means for achieving a happy life for all its
members, But once we undertake to explicitly design the
environment-s-and hence the behavior-of a group of men,
many striking features of social organization emerge which
set .the group apart from the kind of organization that is
characteristic of traditional societies. The main objective of
the present stage of our discussion will be to make a general
comparison between Walden Two and the traditional
societies it is designed to replace.

A scientific program constructed from valid answers to the
three basic questions forms the essential basis for the cultural
design of Walden Two. As with all governments, the
government of Walden Two governs by designing and
manipulating contingencies of reinforcement. Designing and
manipulating reinforcement contingencies are, as we have
seen, the two basic functions of government. In Walden
TWO~ the designers of the contingencies are called planners,
and the manipulators of the contingencies are called
managers. These two kinds of specialists approximate in a
very general way the law-makers and law-enforcers ot
traditional usage. Accordingly, the planners and managers of
Walden Two have their counterparts in traditional societies ~

a~ we would expect from our earlier discussion.
There are tour crucial differences, however, and they need

to be carefully noted:

(1) Origin of Control. None of the contingencies are left
to chance, but all are products of deliberate or
intentional design. This is the difference between
accidentaland intelligent control.

(2) Basis of Control. The contingencies are not designed
on the basis of conjecture arising from casual
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observation, but on the basis of a self-testing and self
correcting process of perpetual experimentation
monitored by carefully controlled observation. This is
the difference between prescientific and scientific
control.

Kind of Control. The contingencies control through
neither punishment nor negative reintorcement, but
through positive reinforcement alone. lois is the
difference between negatire (fil-Upositive control.

i:~) ()~~/pct ot Control, None of the ,·",('lntip",g~nrif's t.l'"",p

dt...~i ~~n.ed to p~f);:~nrt~ ~r'er iill rr:'fef'rnf~nts .1 rhe ~~~ i·i..:~
imervsts of ~n(:jvid~l~i~i ~\~{i far t1ous)( htl1 e~('hJsr¥f.'l!·

topromote th~' ge.ner~:.! j 11t<?rest f\f common good. This
<hfft,.lrenc<.> hetW(,fn '-'ii/lf?!1 and ethical control.

In broadest outline ~ these are iht.~ fout print ipal ftaJ.tt1Tc!
which distinguish the controlling or governing p("aJ_{ic.e~

embodied in tilecultural design of Walden Two.

Since remote antiquity, the issue of biased versus ethical
coat rol has burdened Olen of g-oe)(j will. It is perhaps the most
salient. issue with which the humanitarian tradition may bs
identified. J\1an"5 ancient stru~~~h~ against biased control-s
against, ir, other words, tvranny, despotism, or expl..,lta··
non --ha~ been prili!an~y respous.ble for the forrnarion of
various democranc and sociahsr Dr commurnsr movements
in the course ot historv, Because ethical control or control
for the CC,niiI1Cn ~o0d i~ th( pf1nCII'(l1. aim, but by no means
d,t.~ achievement ~ 01 {he democratic program '} the matter
requires special attention.

\\·e may begin by noting that governing tor the COOlman
good is nothing more than a special case ot behaving in ways
which best promote successtul group living. 'rhus ~ the basic
questions in two-pan form may be reformulated to
accomodate the special case:

(I) What are the best ways for governors to govern tl1
order to insure successful group living?

(2) How can governors be induced to behave in those
ways?

i\:; we may be led to expect from our previous discussion, the
method by which answers may be discovered is that of
science. The first question may be met by a scientific analysis
of all the effects of governmental behavior upon the
governed. The second may be met by consulting a science
and technology of behavior. Since the technological
assignment of insuring that government be conducted for the
common good is nothing more than a special case of devising
effective techniques for inducing men-s-in this case the
governors of men --_·to behave in ways which promote
successful group living, it is evident that i'i'le are faced with
the classical problem of how the governors themselves (an be
governed. T{11s (S the problem of controlling the control
lers-e-of devising a kind of government that will guarantee
that governors will govern for the good of (he gdverned. it is
the problem of what Skinner has called .. ,countercontrol. "
In other words, it is the problem of govern.111enraJdesign.

Skinner has nlet in an inlelligel1t fashion the issue of
governmental design, and his position may be sl!rnmarized
in the following way. The heart of the matter is this: The
strength of government-and hence of the g"(lup-rests
upon the strength ofthe governed. !t is therefore a matter of
the first importance that governing practices be designed and
implemented which insure the complete well -being of each
member of the group-his health, his education, his welfare,
as the current democratic prescription would have it. This is



an ethical assignment that requires specialized knowledge,
and it calls for a governmental design which will guarantee a
double result: (1) that competent governors be selected; and
(2) that they govern for the good of the governed. But how
can the competence and morality of governors be
guaranteed?

It is impossible to achieve this result by assigning power
with the democratic method of "universal suffrage" or
~'self-go,'crnment. ~ , The reason is not far to seek. The
layman cannot intelligently decide on the best specifications
tor behavior, on the best techniques for producing them, or
011 the best men for performing these functions any more
than he can intelligently decide on comparable issues raised
by technological applications in physics and biology. To ask
him to do :;0 is to impose upon him an impossible burden,
and to then hold him responsible for his decision is to impose
upon him the Worst possible morality.

The only intelligent and moral solution is tli explicitly
design contingencies of reinforcement which will effectively
control governmental behavior to make it intelligent and
moral, and this is exemplified in Walden Two. The principle
used is this: a man engages in self-control when he designs
the contingencies under which he lives; a group may engage
in self-government by making its governors live under the
same contingencies they design for the group. in order to
guarantee its own SU(CCSS, the government must design
contingencies for the group which maximize intelligent and
ethical behavior. and such behavior is then insured in the
governors by making them live under the same contingen
ries they design for the governed. The governors are
veritable members of the group which they govern, the sole
difference being that" they are responsible for the group's
success. That is their specialty. Self-government, in the
sense that it can have any meaning at all, is simply made
effective as a technique of countercontrol without conta
minating the scientific specialization that is required for a
successful and progressively better design.

. In Walden Two, then, the government is carefully
designed [0 make biased control a virtual impossibility. The
governors have no police or military power at their disposal
£0 compel the obedience of the governed. They must govern
by positive reinforcement alone. Their limited terms of office
insure that they will eventually return to a nongoverning
vocation in the group for which it is their current business to
design cultural practices. Accordingly, the design insures
that governors would not only have nothing to gain from
attempts at biased control, but in fact would find it to their
obvious disadvantage. Thus" in response to commonplace
prophesies of a dystopian nightmare, Skinner has persua
sively shown that a science of behavior can be used, not to
perfect tyranny, hut to abolish it completely.

It may be helpful at this point to undertake a more casual
description of the social design presented by Skinner in
~VaJde1Z Two. This work portrays a cooperative society
which is carefully planned and managed by its government
with the aim of making all its members happy, healthy,
well-behaved, informed, skillful, productive, and creative.
Every group member is guaranteed an equal share in the life
and wealth of the community in return for his contribution
to the common goal, As in all societies, the government of
Walden Two faces two broad problems. The first is
economic, which may be generally defined as the problem of
controlling the nonhuman aspects of nature in order to
supply all men with the things they need for survival and
happiness. The second is behavioral, which may begenerally
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defined as the problem of controlling the behavioral aspect of
human nature in order to' assure that the actions of men
effectively promote the survival and happiness of all. It is
crucial to note that whereas modem traditional societies
have largely solved the economic problem by applying the
methods and technologies of science to the physical and
biological realms, they have all failed completely in efforts to
solve the behavioral problem. The reason is not difficult to
detect: they have neglected to extend the same scientific and
technological methods to the realm of human behavior. In
Walden Two, however, both problems are successfully met
with the methods and technologies of science.

The cultural design of Walden Two, then, is based on
cooperation, rather than competition, between men. The
entire society, including the behavior technology that is
organized around the economic problem. is intelligently
designed to minimize aversive events in the lives of its
citizens. Aversive emotions-such as hatred, anger, and
envy-are minimized or eliminated altogether by a rationally
designed behavior code supported by a carefully engineered
social environment. Social practices that involve competition
between men are never used. In competition the reinforcing
consequences which accrue to the winner are unavoidably
matched by punishing consequences for the loser, and for
this reason the practice cannot possibly work for the
common good. Inasmuch as politics is competition between
men for power, and capitalism is competition between men
for wealth, neither social method has any place in Walden
T\1Jo's repertoire of cultural practices. In Walden Two, men
work together to triumph over the problems of life" rather
than separately or in factions to triumph over each other. In
short, Walden Two represents the ideal cooperative society.
By use of science, it is able to achieve an eiffectioe
cooperativism. For this reason we may, if we wish, describe
Walden Two as a scientific cooperative society, thereby
distinguishing it from all other cooperative societies.

In very similar fashion we may compare the cultural
design of Walden Two with the socialist or communist ideal.
As noted earlier, the government of Walden Two consists of
a group of planners who are charged with the success of the
community. They are assisted by managers of various
administrative divisions who are responsible for executing
the plans that are made.

But planning and managing, like working at farming or
manufacturing or scientific research, are viewed, in Walden
Two, as nothing more than jobs that need to be done. No job
is assigned any special status, nor endowed with any special
privilege. All members of the community, whatever their
vocation, have equal access to its wealth-its food, shelter,
clothing, medical services, educational programs, recrea
tional facilities, and so on, In sum, Walden Two meets all
the specifications of the socialist or communist ideal: all
property is socially or communally owned; the society or
community is classless and egalitarian. By the careful and
comprehensive application of the method of science ~ Walden
T\\10 is able to achieve an effective socialism or communism.
lIVe may therefore" if we wish, legitimately describe Walden
Two as a scientific socialism or communism to distinguish it
from all other socialist or communist societies.

Walden Two also meets all the specifications of the
democratic ideal, except in one important respect. While it is
a government of the people for the people ~ it is not a
government by the people. Government is conducted, not by
laymen unschooled in social planning and management, but
by specialists in the science of governing. This is merely an



extension of the principle that has to dowith the division of
labor and the specialization of work. Farmers specialize in
farming, mechanics specialize in machinery, doctors
specialize in preventive and corrective medicine, teachers
specialize in education, and so 00. In Walden Two, at least
two further specialties are added; child-raising specialists
and specialists in governing-in planning and managing the
affairs of the group. It has often been pointed out that what
may be the two most important vocational roles in any
society require ~ in traditional society. virtually no
specialized training at a11- namely, parenting and
governing. Walden Two makes good these two traditional
deficits, and in so doing it is able to successfully achieve the
goal of democracy by using, not democratic methods, but
the methods of science. If the important criterion is the goal
of democracy rather than its method, then Walden Two is,
by virtue of. the scientific method, the first effective
democracy ever portrayed in a plausible way, Therefore we
may ifwe wish, call Walden Two a scientificdemocracy and
thereby distinguish it fromall other democracies,

..An indispensible feature of Walden Two is its size as a
socialunit. To successfully attain the humanitarian aims that
are associated with traditional democratic and socialist or
communist programs, the size of the social unit must be
taken into careful account. This is an integral part of the
scientific approach characteristic of Walden Two. The
accomplishment of humanitarian aims depends not only on
the democratization of government in the sense of control in
the interests of all the people, or on the socialization or
communization of the economy in the sense of social or
communal ownership, but also on the democratization or
socialization or communization 0/ behavior. The achieve
ment of humanitarian aims is contingent on behavior, and
for that reason an effective behavior technology is the most
important means for insuring that achievement. It is,
however, only in a relatively small group or society that the
behavior of men can be effectively governed or controlled.
This is true for (he behavior of both the governors and the
governed--the controller and the controllee. Both control
and countercontrol depend on social units of controllable
Si7£. Thus, by keeping the size of its groups within
manageable limits, Walden Two avoids the wholly
overwhelming and insoluble problems that are endemic in
mass societies characteristic of the modern world. Using the
model of Walden Two as a guide, we may confidently
conclude that a truly humanitarian world would consist of a
universal network of small communities united by a common
goal and a common method. The goal would be the survival
of the human species and the happiness of all its members;
the method would be that of science mobilized for achieving
that goal. It may be hoped that conscientious democrats,
socialists, and communists will begin to take this guide to
cultural replacement seriously" If they do not, then they will
never be able to convincingly demonstrate to a wholly
confused and exploited mankind that their anciently
cherished social ideals are fully within reach.

There are other important features of Walden Two that
may be briefly described. The government controls
production and consumption in an intelligent way for
eliminating waste, duplication, and the various forms of
sophisticated ignorance which are engineered in badly
organized societies to emphasize conspicuous consumption.
It carefully refrains from propagandaof any sort" Specialized
versionsofgroup lifewhich celebratepast and present glories
and the heroes who contributed to them along with all other
devices and the heroes who contributed to them along with
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all other devices for piecing in a bad or incomplete
governmental design are not required. The use of such
spurious devices would, in fact, be fatal to the experimental
spirit of science upon which the government is founded. The
point is an important one, for as long as propaganda exists
there is no way to determine with assurance whether men
support their government because they are reinforced by
actual living conditions, or because they are reinforced by
imaginary conditions created by clever indoctrination. The
valid test of any cultural design must rest on the honesty
which is indispensible to a scientificanalysis.

By implementing a total culture that is carefully. de~i~ned
to make all its citizens happyand competent for SOCial living,
the government of Walden Two is able to produce .astriking
social effect. Not only is there a release from the ,lg?Orance
and evil that are characteristic of traditional societies, but
t here is also a corresponding simplification of life. Drug
addiction, deception, crime rebellion, and other troubl~
some or dangerous forms of behavior do not exist. There IS

no place for policemen, soldiers, politi~ians, lawy~rs,

capitalists, salesmen, and other, r.epresen~atlves of the ~lnds
of practices which trade on conditions bred by badly designed
and mismanaged societies.

It is important that the essential key to the workings of this
markedly superior culture be clearly understood. In
designing controlling practices for creating a strong and
happy people, it is not only the use to which control is put
that is important but also the kind of control that is used. In
other words, the superiority of Walden Two culture is
explained not only by in yoking the moral or ethical objective
for which control is consistently exerted, but also by
invoking the particular method of control that is applied for
accomplishing this objective. Accordingly, in Walden Two
systematic efforts are made to eliminate the method of
negative or aversive control (which includes both negative
reinforcement and punishment), and to govern by the
method of positive reinforcement alone. Moral or ethical
training is accomplished by dealing not with the individual's
final behavior to behave (as is the case when positive
reinforcement is used). The result is that people behave well
not because they haveto; "freedom" need never arise.

But the importance of using positive reinforcement for
achieving a universally consistent ethical result does not end
there. For if the citizens of Walden Two do not become
drunk, quarrel, steal, rape, murder, or make war, it is
because they have never been reinforced for behaving in
these ways, or for behaving in ways which might culminate
in these behaviors. The result, in traditional mentalistic
language, is that they do not want or desire to do these
things, they do not/eel like doing them ~ they do not value or
choose activities of this sort. In traditional societies, the
~ 'wants, " ~ 'desires, " "feel likes, " "values, " or
, 'choices " or men are left to the control of various and
conflicting patterns of accidental, biased, and ethical
contingencies embracing positive reinforcement 'I negative
reinforcement, and punishment. This, of course, explains
the various and conflictingpatterns of behavior displayed by
traditional men. But in Walden Two the above noted
, 'mental' , events are solely the product of ethical
contingencies mediated by positive reinforcement. This, of
course, explains the consistent ethical conduct shown by the
men of Walden Two. It also explains why, in Walden Two.,
the question of moral or ethical "values" need never arise.

The general picture that emerges from Skinner's utopian
exercise is one in which all the important aims of traditional
humanitarian programs have been realized. The men of



Walden Two are uniquely free, not trom the inexorable laws
of behavior which govern the rest of the human species, but
from the multitude of aversive conditions which hold all
other men in bondage. They are uniquely equal, not in the
genetic capacities which divide all men, but in opportunities
to operate upon their environment in order to generate
reinforcing consequences. They are uniquely intelligent, not
because of superior genetic endowments, but because they
have been taught how to learn and think effectively, rathe~
than what to learn and think. They are uniquely moral, not
because of any innate virtues, but because they live in an
environment where all contingencies of reinforcement are
products of ethical design. The final result, therefore,
conforms with the goal that has typically been identified with
the words "humanisnl," "liberalism," "democracy;'
"socialism," and "communism." The difference is in the
means: it is a humanitarianism based on science. This is the
program of B.F. Skinner.

What is Wrong with Walden Two?

The picture, of course, is not complete. But neither have
its general features been overdrawn. Nor is it implausible.
Skinner was the first to supply a plausible humanitarian
utopia for the simple reason that he was the first utopian to
have an authentic science ofbehavior with which to work. It
is therefore reasonable to suppose that. traditional students of
human behavior-"psychologists" and "social scien
tists" -would discard their false sciences and convert to
scientific legitimacy for mobilizing a massive practical
assault on the widespread evils which arise from human
conduct. It is also reasonable to suppose which arise from
humanconduct, It is also reasonable to suppose that men of
the humanitarian tradition would be especially eager to
advance this objective. But this has not been the case at all.
In fact, it would appear that those who have shown Skinner
the most vigorous opposition are the very people who have
been loudest in proclaiming their support for the goal of
universal peace and happiness. This may ultimately stand
out as the most curious paradox in the history of
humanitarian thought.

Many objections have been raised against Walden Two,
but all suffer from a combination of two defects: first, an
inadequate understanding of science and of its application to
human behavior; and second, the reinforcing effects of the
traditional viewpoint. But once they have been shorn of their
extravagant logic and verbal excesses, the most persistent
and forceful complaints all seem to reduce to a common
denominator: the issue of free will versus determinism.
Skinner's entire program is based on an explicit denial of the
mentalistic doctrine of free will, and the success of his
program depends on the validity of that denial. The
traditional doctrine of free will has, for the first time, been
consistently and aggressively challenged by Skinner's hostile
assumptions and supporting evidence. Heresies of this
enormity are not likely to be understood, much less tolerated
or forgiven.

It would seem that men are powerfully reinforced by the
traditional belief that they have within themselves a special
nonphysical agency which enables them to miraculously
intervene at some point in a physical cause-and-effect process
and display their behavior capriciously. Flattered when told
that they are free agents who can perform incredible and
impressive feats, men then become disturbed when that
claim is opposed by hostile evidence. The men who accept
this claim are mainly products of the tradition of
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liberal-democracy, which is founded directly on free inner
agent doctrine. liberal-democratic philosophy shares its
free-will conception of human conduct with Judea-Christian
theology, which is based on yet another miracle-working
agent that is endowed with powers which are even more
astonishing. Rather than adapt themselves to newly
discovered facts, the faithful of the liberal-democratic
tradition react savagely against behaviorism and all of its
works. The verbal behavior shown by these reactionaries
frequently deteriorates to a degree which by some standards
might suggest a need for clinical attention. For them a
condition of universal good will among men is an acceptable
aim only if it can beachieved by a universal act of free will. It
is evident that liberal-democratic doctrine has left its faithful
wholly unprepared for the facts which behavior science has
brought to light. In sum, mentalism in its many various
forms still enjoys powerful and widespread support, and the
scientific revolution, which Skinner is attempting to bring to
completion, has not yet had its full impact on men of good
will.

Those who have complained that Walden Two is an
essentially wicked document because of its denial of mental
freedom have devised several lines of attack, but most if not
all of the fears expressed in these attacks seem to reduce to
two in number. First, it is sometimes supposed that in a
scientifically planned and managed society, men, because of
constraints imposed on their "free minds," would lose their
ability to "think." And second, it is often said that because
the individual would lose his "mental freedom" Of

"autonomy"-his "Uberty to choose" and his 'Iopersonal
responsibility for making choices" -the life that he would
lead would be "degrading,' , "ignoble,' , and devoid of
, 'dignity. " The complaints are intimately related with one
another, and for that reason a rejoinder may be expected to
show some overlap.

We may begin with the matter of thinking behavior. F.W.
Matson (13) has described Walden Two as an "entire
community of robots" and concludes that •'the conditioned
community is in fact a cataleptic society." This is
reminiscent of the warning issued by the late l.W. Krutch
(14) to the effect that if a science of behavior has its way,
, 'we may never be able to really think again."

These comments seem strange, for Skinner has been in
the forefront in attempting to supply a scientific analysis of
thinking behavior and in developing techniques for
improving it. The evidence indicates that thinking is an
operant process which obeys the established principles of
operant conditioning and extinction. At the close of an
extensive analysis of thinking behavior, Skinner (15) states:

The present analysis should lead to an improvement in
educational practices. If our account of thinking is
essentially correct, there is no reason why we cannot
teach a man how to think. There is also no reason why
w~ :annot greatly improve methods of thinking to
utilize the full potentialities of the thinking or
ganism . . . (Emphasis added.)

This language hardly seems consistent with a program which
would condition men so that they could never I. 10really think
again" or which would create a society of (0 'robots" or
, ,cataleptics. ' ,

The position is not entirely theoretical, however.
Through Skinner's pioneering efforts the facts of operant
conditioning discovered in the experimental laboratory have
been extended to practical learning situations. The most
dramatic result has been programmed instruction mediated



by a teaching machine. The equipment used in operant
laboratories arrange contingencies of reinforcement. And
this is all that teaching amounts to-arranging contingencies
of reinforcement. But one of the most critical factors in the
technology of teaching is arranging optimally timed
contingencies. Learning is most effectively achieved when
reinforcement follows immediately upon the correct answer
or response. Machines can mediate reinforcement much
more rapidly that the human teacher. In addition to the
timing of reinforcement, there are, of course, other
important details.

But when scientific knowledge of operant principles is
applied to practicalleaming situations, does it destroy the
ability to think? Are men reduced to robots or to a state of
catalepsy? Thus far no instances of these phenomena have
been reported. The results, in fact, have been quite the
opposite. For example, the use of programmed instruction
has become widespread in industry, where the emphasis on
profits puts a premium on the rapid and effective training of
personnel. A parallel trend may be found in the result.
Learning cannot occur in the absence of conditioning.
Skinner did not invent operant conditioning, but discovered
its principles and devised ways of making them more
effective. The dire consequences predicted by pessimists
simply offer one example of the deep and widespread
misunderstanding which prevails with respect to Skinner's
work.

Skinner has pointed to ways by which the teaching
machine may be adapted to the task of teaching effective
thinking (16). He has also described how he applies a
knowledge of conditioning principles to himself in order to
bring out his thinking or verbal behavior with "maximal
efficiency" (17,18). Essentially the same approach has been
described in connection with the design of educational
practices in Walden Two. The following quotations may be
illuminating (19).

We appeal to that curiosity which is characteristic of
the understand child, as well as the alert and inquiring
adult. . .Since our children remain happy, energetic,
and curious, we don't have to teach "subjects" at all.
We only teach the techniques of learning and thinking.

As for subject matters-the arts, crafts, and sciences-the
individual is given opportunity and guidance, but the
contingencies are arranged so that he will be reinforced for
learning for himself. Unlike the traditional educational
process which characteristically ends with "graduation," in
Walden Two "education goes on forever." It is simply part
of the culture. Nor are students forced to adapt to the
traditional standardization practices which do violence to
individual differences.

Everyone knows that talents and abilities don't
develop at the same rate in different children ... Here
the child advances as rapidly as he likes in any field. No
time is wasted in forcing him to participate in, or be
bored by, activities he has outgrown ... OUf gifted
children aren't held back by organized mediocrity.

There are other important details, but they all lead to the
same conclusion. Contrary to Skinner's critics, we have
every reason to suppose that Walden Two is, so to speak, a
~ 'thinking man's paradise."

But the importance of a science of behavior for the
elaboration of thinking behavior does not simply end with a
maximally effective thinking organism. Where, as in Walden
Two, men are taught how to think effectively rather rnan
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what to think, we are entitled to expect radical differences in
the way they approach the field of time-honored ways for
acquiring special information about the world-as exempli
fied by the special methods for discovering ideological,
philosophical, or religious' 'truths" -would long survive in
a universally intelligent population. It is therefore not
surprising that we find no political, economic, theological,
or other dogmas in Walden TV/O, where the entire culture is
founded on scientific experimentation. The major features of
the pattern are clear. By avoiding stubborn commitments to
theory, the society is kept free to change its practices with
the accumulation of new facts. All members of the group are
encouraged to examine each personal habit and every social
custom with an eye to improvrnent. By teaching all citizens
hO~7 to learn, how to think, how to ask questions, and how
to find the answers, the government of Walden Two widens
the base of experimental practice and hastens the
accumulation of knowledge, which in tum quickens the pace
of cultural progress.

All this is in massive contrast to what is found in
traditional cultures, including those of so-called'; 'free" or
~ 'open" societies. The established practice is to teach men
what to believe-to condition them in ways which win
guarantee their unquestioning support of ' 'truths" , or
dprinciples" which are regarded as final and beyond
challenge. Where, as here, the individual is schooled in
"certainties" which require no critical examination, it is
likelythat he willeither reject or ignore any hostile evidence
that would otherwise upset his prior commitment to
"truth." It is therefore not surprising that the progeny of
Christians generally become Christians, that totalitarian"
states generally produce men who conform with whatever
ideology the state teaches, and that the products of
democratic societies typically subscribe to democratic
doctrines. The {act that there are occasional oddities or
deviants may be explained by appealing to minor defects in
controlling techniques or to the unexpected introduction of
competing contingencies of greater strength. But in the
usual case the continuity between the individual's beliefs and
those of his surrounding social environment is clear. Yet it
would be difficult to convince a product of anyone of these
traditions that an accident of birth is responsible for his
convictions. Despite any analysis that might show the
individual how his beliefs were designed for him, he is apt to
insist that he "chose" them on the basis of some "rational
judgment. " He is likely to dismiss those who disagree with
him as victims of ignorance, and to regard his own views as
something more than a consequence of specially arranged
contingencies of reinforcement.

The power of even prescientific conditioning techniques is
therefore easy to demonstrate. It would be a simple matter to
show, for example, that loyalty to the democratic conception
of man and to practices based on that conception is
engineered in a way that prevents even many scientists from
thinking effectively about human behavior and the design of
human culture. Men of democratic cultures are products,
not of any "free and responsible choice based on reason,"
but of contingencies that are arranged to shape and maintain
the belief that they are .. It would also be easy to show that in
a society where government refuses to control-in a
so-called ' 'free' , or ' 'liberal' , society-the control is
relegated, not to the individual himself, but to other parts of
his environment. But if that environment is not intelligently
designed to produce an ethical result, the kinds ot behavior
required for successful group living will not be set up and
maintained in strength. A poorly designed and badly



managed culture permits accidental and biased contingencies
to reinforce in men the most unlikely answers to important
personal and social problems. Occasionally, moreover ~ the
answers are dangerous. When contingencies that are
contrived to support and extend control by selfish interests
~rt.· allowed to flourish, the individual is deprived of
}'lrvhtem -.~·l.)l,:in.;:; beh~;f..iors \\'~~ ~ch ~-rrf irnpcrtaru for his own
happinr ..:o'iJ~ f, rr the h~tpp~n('"s~o tlfothers, and for the strenth of
1.ht .~i('4.~ll' 0 This (.~H(Oct i"~ :,,}~ limited t:J the controllee, for the
i.'''')~lr,.)~h::f I':; J.1'-,v p.Jr~ nf tht- rotal g\OUP whirh hi~; selfish
Jl~! j.('fi\ s~' ~'~{= [0 we lk£;'"fl. l~~rt th!.0 rnomr.ntaiY and often
~,H';\in;o~ ::ikO(C.: 0

1 Cit ~:J!.'- :.:~.iy ~: \:i".fd biased cc·~;i f.:l Uo-l.u 11y hd~

rh~' t f J6I~· .~.:f:I_'t·t of ~ ;Li~;'J ~oStnl~ (;:1 ''£:"b7ot.·nt n(( ~~ rcr ali

"~~~~'rj~:it'~H,,:l lh4,.~n;_J"r' in f~(""\.l~n. The t."OilHn~o)o·rOl rcsnh of
i:pniful l·-~. -";{lHid1. men cr h:o: rU·~·i·i who pretend to h,;I\ ~~ the
f~r~al answ.. 'r;.~ J~ '~!.llILH:)1 (""~:~;('rvi.fti5rn and .. ;n the ("!'".:J'j

(ultural {xtrf'ctiofL But rh" 1J:, ..~rarn ,o,f Wald-r: Two has a
qu.te different fTJfJ':t'l}Ut'HCe, 'fOf'~thtlre the contingencies are
1i:_"!jbt:r~)t(:I) :lrran}:.t:Jl 'h l [on:". Lose or. any po:-:~ibHjty uf
adventitious and biased control, ,ind to reinforce n~..-n to!
~(~stin,~ JII beliefs o.gain~t relevant eXf-t:rrfllental e,-idt·il.rt~.

The {"lx~f'n~ive phtnful rontrol of vt!~lldc:~n T~'ro ha.':!
;:..(.)n'.:et~rne~: i:-P~·;tfld ~i cOfnr;lf"~(.~'f,t1 Vv'ith thr pru·!:r;J.~lt.'1 pf
~,oarj(~~~1~ tf,~dit t(.")nal !(llalit~~ro;;l1J stJrt"'S -Cb,- ron:JpJrii~(",n

h.. J\vcve!" til!~ t~.:J ~,~l()~O .t.i1 \- c~ff~hit i;;."~. A~ a\~o;...dV~i5 of

FJrHti, in~Jl !C(.J1iti..1i ~:~;!i!-:n ·wu·L:J j rrph~bI~T :::h~nl\ h tc b~! jj

~'-r(.~r~l1D of {ko l i:l (1:'.fl f ' (:,11)11 ,-~I jJ!l~Jf':Iefit~~{ prirnarily
~~; ~·~'.i.!~!-I a\·\.lr~j l;~ nlPan~ to J~ t,:;..:~:o;, pdnl.,ril-·, bLt~t:d {lnds.. Tt I

:l1f\ ~o-(tent th:H <.k~nlO'..~ra('~' Sh()w~ J\-"ers!Ve €1'nd hi(lSecl
, I)ntrcJlin,~ f(;';lfjJfi'~ I ir re"'~;mr,le'i tf~!(Htiopa1. totuH~ar;anj$m
tnwt. h tOnC' cl(1S{o.!~~ tl~dn dnc~~ the r;rogf.~lrr. ,~)f Walden 'r·{JlO.

t\ny f!Ppt:'~ll (~) • '1ntJ~itari";tn 'O()fFtr~l" a~ thf Jf~i5!V~

,:ritrrion i':\ spl!rli:)u:o:~ slnct' .. as we hJVC seen, cont.rol is
· ··~£)t.alitHrian '!, in JOy (.~aseo "~ \Ve ha\yc alsu s(..~n~ it. is the
kind of control ~d th(l l~se to ""hich it is put that are
lmpoH_anL and judged by these criteria Wa!Ct:.n 1"\\'0 stands
at opposite poles from the tradltlonalcotaHtarian despotisrns,
,with democracy falling some\vh(lre in betv\"een. A cornpari-·
son made with respect to the reJ1Jlts of control-o--in the
present instance the advantagf~ous effect~ upon thinking
beha\~ior---wol11drrobahly show the same distribution. But
nne think may' b,~ stated \\lith aSSUf3.nce: A<. a societv
tlesigned to rei~force effective intellig(lIilce- -or :, indeed, any
other knov,/n advantageous feature of bt1havior---Walden
1....vostand~ virtually alone.

Bv\lOW we have seenenc'lJghof ho",· behavior 1S cnntrolled
J)), ieinforcenlent contin~enci~s to know that a statement
!-z.urh a'i ~ "The cnndh~nnf!d comm~nity is in fact a catJlcptj(
society' ~ simply makes no ~enst'. Al! communitit:s ~re

r-()nrlitionen cornn:unities. Thc= cl:ndhioning can hr the re~uJt

,~f ilc{:ldental (·\~ent~ or of ev~nts 4.1rr3ng(·d by if!1!:·Uigent
human d~~~ign_ If rh(~y a1,:'t"l ar:augfid hy intel1igcnf~~. th(lY ;,"an
~~": ciihf'f bia9<.'d or io:lhicg],o Traditional SOCif:f ~.~~:S arc the result
'~.Jf both fl(cid{\n:al apr;; inteHi,gent conditioning~ lind the lattei
i:; l:-nde~rt:i1ken for both bi;1.lo.ed J.ndethical ends. t~=ondit.ioning

fIlay hE; rnfo~dtated hy ci~hl'f lX)'i-lti'\~e or npg~L~~ve methoJso, .and
lraditional socicties use bo(h. Walden Two is to be
distinguished by the fact that it is solely the result of
intelligent conditioning undertaken for ethical purposes by
means of positive techniques.

It therefore seems fair to say that no one has been more
alive than Skinner to the importance of intelligent behavior
or effective thinking for producing a strong and happy
people" This, indeed, is the whole point of his plea to apply
science to human affairs. To the extent that the word
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"'intelligent" has any meaning at all, it must be
synonymous with the word "scientific" --which we may
generally define as the accurate analys~s .a?d effe~t~ve

manipulation of causal relations for maximrzmg posrtive
c:Hects and minimizing negative effects. And the more
scientific thinking comes to pervade a society, the more
intelligent it will be, It should not he difficult to understand
iJtil( lhe practice {If science' does not diminish (~ffecrive or
.nrclligcnt thinking, but :~tl'{~ngtli(\n-, .rt. The ii.:'.t:. of science
[or producing the kind cf behavior which defines scie.n(e
dSfH tan onlv result in markedlv unproved cultural practices
rhai will vastly accelerate the p~ogr ess ot~ hil:'~io.11 !fHt.lt,:'ct:JJ.l
.« hit.°\ {'n>or:( _ 1·\"adil!OilJ.J I1f~)!':Jl '"".j;. et.h~{v'~.il pfa~~t!Cl~~ tl(k
;orllt'lE~:tl)(t: [0 tt1L· cxrem that !h'~~y fall 10 make d fun
C()\;l'L.I~l~ of all ItJ:'tal'i((~~ (·,f t,elial-:t)f which affect group )~\'in~

111 important ways. But as SLJent'C makes (~~:JJ' the full r~n,gc
ot consequences gene!aH·J by alternati vc patterns \,)i
~ leti~t\"ior , societies that are prepared to util ize that
j(no\\~k"Jgl' win be able to devise sr.oral Of ..-(tical practices
which show increasing intelligence. By hasteninu thi"
accumulation of facts, [0 paraphrase Skinner. science speeds
rht, departure of ignorance. It is perhaps astonishing that this
l. ·-;~_)n he&s bet:n lost upon Skinnt:r ~s fritic~.

'fh,s discus;-)!on [-).t'0t1J.d havt:.I' rl'repar G:'d us for ! he l~~~f'-;, iJ
l~ritu:Lp~d {)l~JI~cti(1~ to lt~ldlden ~r\VO -n~unpl}· ~ thtl! :he
in~~ivit1Ual in such <J sOCtc:y j~. "~,;.;:",aded"l' or strirpto'd ef Lio-~

• 0 :i;~nit:r .. htl (' d U ':.1i..' h!: luses h;~: H frc~.: \-\ ilr' and thi::f'cfo: f h:o.:
. -p(,fst)oal P-~'sp()i:sa)ili~y [')1' fHf.1ki!l.~ choict:s_'" \Ve may
,~ppi(ja~ ..h this maUer b~' notin,g lh~lt sci{vnti<:;ts do tlOl alway.;:
L,:U"ldJe the iSStJP of frf'f~donl in a :a;ati~t'al'torv V'Jav _, and ~or rhat
.i(.~i:i5nn th(~re ot-tt'n appears an etnb"rrassin~ in~:·onslsten(y in
rht'lf account \\'hich supporters at the tradit10naJ vie"fi: a.re
quick to exploit. ·WeshaHgain !lnthing by hed~j.ng .. but rnust
J;~t·e the matter squarely and say that the notions of
~'personal freedom,," "personal choice," and Hpersonal
responsibility""l have no plac~ in a scientific at~count. From
t he standpoint of both a theoretical and an applied science,
human behavior is determined, caused, lawful~ orderly, or
controlled. The behaving organism has no freedom, no
choice, no responsibility. Every current feature of that
()rganism-anatomical, physiological, and behavioral-is
sl)lely the product of a confluence of panicular genetic and
t:Ilvironnlental histories. To appeal to some inner psychic or
mental agent of control to account for apparent signs of
spontaneity or caprice is to ilIegitimately anticipate scienti!ic
discovery by resortin~ to 4J1 animistic fiction.

There are, however, other senses LIJ which the term
Ir ·freedonl "l' may be used which do not raise the same issue.
The casual feporting of human events s'oJpp!tes many
l,,'xanlples. ·"'lhen .. for instance, we describe a social situation
in \\'hich men are '·st.riIdng for fr~om 'J ,~ we sit'nply nlean
:.har. they are reactlng against a form of control that is
°PlcrSlve -'-·such as force or the thre4\t of force imposed by a
:,,~~)verrHlient to cOTIlpeI obedience. Ie would be ludicrous to
~.ugge~t that they are Strtking to free themselves frO!T~ tht~

n~rur,d la~vs which control dleir behaVl()f. 1"he same rule
l?vlie~ when we say that biological advances in llledicine and
ilgriculture free men from the aversive ~ffects of disease and
hunger, or that advances in behavior science rnay free Inen
from the aversive consequences of punitive control or of a
biased cultural design. But in freeing men from one set of
determinants, the control of their behavior is not simply
turned over to nothing, for another set of determinants must
take hold. For example, when a man is freed from prison his
behavior inevitably comes under ~ the control of another
environment, though he is not likely to report that he has



simply been transferred from one prison to another. The
freedom referred to in these instances is a freedom from a
particular kind of control-a kind that the individual finds
objectionable-and it is therefore not the same freedom that
is at stake in a science of behavior.

Yet, confusion on this point is widespread.. C. R. Rogers
(20) has stated that "we can choose to use the behavioral
sciences in ways that will free, not control.' This sort of
misunderstanding is common among traditional humani
tarians. There is a failure to realize the inevitability of
control. Human behavior has alwaysbeen controlled, and it
is impossible to envision how the fact of control as such
might in any way be lessened. While science can never be
used "in ways that will free, not control, " it can be used to
set up conditions in which control will work to man's best
advantage. This, of course, is what happens when the
sciences of physics and biology are applied in ways which
reduce or eliminate the aversive effects of human labor,
disease, and deprivation. In the same way a science of
behavior can, use control to reduce or eliminate the aversive
consequences of man's own behavior-of, in other words,
man's selfish and punitive actions. In short, behavior science
may be used to eliminate tyranny-the tyranny of human
abuse, of human exploitation, of human slaughter. It is here,
if anywhere, that human dignity is to be found. The power
that a science of behavior may confer upon man for
dignifying or ennobling or upgrading himself is suggested in
the following passage by Skinner (21).

No scientific advance has ever actually damaged man's
position in the world. It has merely characterized it in
a different way... If we eventually give a plausible
account of human behavior as part of a lawfully
determined system, man's power will increase even
more rapidly. Men will never become originating
centers of control, because their behavior will itself be
controlled, but their role as mediators may be
extendedwithout limit.

The lesson is important for coming to terms with the present
issue. As we have seen, operant behavior is controlled by its
effects or consequences. This principle is called the "law of
effect. " It could just as easily be called the "law of
consequence. " The effects or consequences of behavior
become the antecedent causes of subsequent behavior. Thus,
when men control, the consequences of that control in tum
control them. By using this law of behavior to design a
culture, the consequences of men's controlling actions may
be manipulated in ways which control those actions in a
direction that insures successive increments in the power to
control for the ultimate benefit or "dignification" of the
species. But science does not invent the laws which control
human behavior. It merely discovers them. In the same way
science did no i"ve"t a heliocentric universe or the
evolutionary process by which man descended from lower
forms of life. These were all discoveries. The facts were
already there, but previously man had not known about
them. Once they became known, and however momentarily
distasteful their implications, it was only sensible for man to
abandon the flattering prescientific notions he had about the
world and his place in it. The alternative is persisting
ignorance and, in areas which affect the human conditions,
the continued perpetuation of indignity, ignobility. and
degradation.

It is therefore important that we do not take seriously the
plea made by Matson (22) to uphold the "freedom to make
choices and the right to blunder." The. treedom is fanciful
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and the blunders are at the root of the very indignities which
Matson and his traditionalist brethren find offensive. The
indignities will be removed, not by holding science back, but
by extending it to the blunderous behavior which produces
them. And this means redesigning the environment of men
in a way that will reinforce "choices" which lead, not to
blunders and indignities, but to actions which display
wisdomand virtue.

Closely related to the issue of freedom is the subject of
, 'values, " a topic for which our previous discussion should
have prepared us. Rogers (23), for example, has found it
objectionable that the planners of Walden Two " choose' ,
the "values" of its citizens, and that Skinner has "chosen"
such "values" as happiness, good behavior, productivity,
and so on when suggesting reasonable specifications for the
behavior of men. This complaint, of course, is common
place. But it is also spurious. We have seen enough of
"values" to know that the application of science to human
affairs doesnot raise this issue at all. A doctor confronted by
a cancer victim does not consult a set of alternative' 'value
judgments" or make a "subjective value choice" before
instituting a program of treatment. Rathel, he explores the
alternative possibilities with respect to a cure, and if unsure
of the best one. he guesses. The application of science
involves empirical knowledge and, at the point where that
ends, guesswork, not "values." The fact that the doctor
"wants" or "chooses" to behave in a way which will cure
his patient, or that he ' 'values' , the application of
knowledgein ways which lead to a cure, must be explained
by an analysis of his environment and environmental history.
His "wants," "choices," or "values," as we have already
seen, willbe a function of reinforcement contingencies.

It is therefore wrong to suppose that the planners of
Walden Two are the only men in that society who are
"free" to make "subjective value choices" because they
design the contingencies of the culture. There are simply no
"freedoms" or "values" to be taken into account. The
behavior of the planners is no less controlled than that of the
rest of the group's members. An analysis of their
environment and environmental histories would show how
that control is exerted. Such an analysis would include the
governmental design which keeps their behavior within
specified ethical bounds. It would also include the scientific
information available to them which is relevant for
answering the three basic questions, and the effect this
information has upon their "thinking" and "decision
making" behavior with respect to designing cultural
practices. No individual-including a contoller-can step
outside the stream of physicalcause-and-effect.

Nor, of course, is the scientist exempt from this rule.
Skinner's thinking in regard to human behavior and cultural
design is the product of a particular history. A very
important part of that history is an intimate contact with the
experimental analysis of behavior. The contingencies set up
by this contact exert a powerful control over his thinking
behavior and over t:he staternents he makes. Science has
enabled Skinner to demonstrate controlling relations
between behavior and specifiable antecedent conditions, and
this has supplemented or changed his history in an important
way. His thinking and verbal behavior with respect to
applying this knowledge of controlling relations to practical
human affairs is not the result of any "value judgment" or
, 'subjective value choice," but of a particular history of
reinforcement.

Skinner's theoretical analysis represents a generalization
of the facts that have emerged from the controlled



observation ot his subject matter, while the views of his
critics are based primarily Of] inferences drawn from casual
ooservation. Here, if anywhere, may be found the main
reason for the clash between Skinner"s conception of man
and rhe conceptions heldby traditiOt1alis!~. Whert, as here,
the results"f controlled study are in conflict with the results
01' casuel lt1Spt-<:tiOt1 i it tecemes immediately evident that
bofh are nut in H~ same tk,gree of contact: with the facts.
Important p.\t'"dll.el~ ie other fields- are ilr)( far to seek, How fat
fI~JmpJt!, ma;: WE i)CootLnt for the fact that modem mee
~L~,t! IJ~at the earth i; round ~ whiJ~ their aneeaors held
rhJtt it. \1r~S flat? The- obvious explanation rs that men today
art" i-n c~,j5f.1 contsct with rhe factsof geoW4If1hy than w~re

their fLJ1'bear5, and th""~forr- thev (lin thUll. ..bout and deal
with g~graphicaJ matters more e1i&..~rvel'yo Science, in
bringing men under bt'tter ccntrol oj the facts.. reinkrrces
them in i\'~'y~ ~lhich lead them to behave in the world witn
in~Jjmg .!tlcte,i.'i. And (his. is wbereSkinner's l,-iti~.'S make
their mistake. By failing '0 examine carefully the evidence'
upon whiC'h hi~ ~taternent~ are based, thst evidence never
become...s an important part of their histories. A9 a resuh,
they continue to demonstrate the conditioning imposed by
the dominant prescienrifleviewpoint,

HIlt t~ most important questions remain to be asked..
How, in. the traditional idiom wid! which social conditions
are usually described, does \Valden Two compare- with a
• ;f~t!II or lib~.ral· I 5ro.etv th~t Arises fram ""demDCnItic II t

methods of social piam1ifig and managernent? What does
such a comparison revea.l i:n terms of the .•signifjcanc~' 1 Vi
•"meaningfulness' t uf llfe, of In terms of the •'wholeness1

or Udignh.y tt or H\"Vorth 111 of the individual? Our previous
discnssion of Walden Two sbould hsve been :mfficietrt to
meet 1he questions with which we are now explicitly
confronted.. However. there are several points which, in the
contel.t of the traditionai langua~e of description, seem
worth emphasizing.

If the word : IIFreedom t.. nlean:r; anything at all, it seems
evident enough that Walden Two is the only plau$ible '". fTff

society'" ever described. Thete is a ola1ximization of freedom
from the lyrllnny of ill-health, vi lJ1Jt1ishment :and the thre'a[
of puJJishm~nt 'I of interpersonal exploitation, and of
unnecessary labor. With the averase work-day curtailed to
four hOtlr~. and with the group deJiberately organized to
maximize perS'Jnal satisfaction and fulfillment, the indivi
du(\]"s liberty to do as he wants is unprecedented. He may
pursue at will the aJ1~. the craft9. or the ~clences; he rnli1)·
etlgCl~e enensivfiy in sthlt!ttcs or games; Ot he may ~impJy

socialize in any number ~1f inlonnaJ lVay!§ wbich ate
compatible WIth happy group Jivi~g. Because of rhe kind 01
control used, the irtdividualls n~r .forced to do anything I

Whatevltr' he does it is beCc1Usr he wants to, not because 1lc
has 10. In short, tbe indivkEual's •'feeling 01 freedomt

I ~

maxintil.edto tb~ fuJl~~1 extent po55ible when his behavior i,.
totally controlled by po~irJve reinforcem~nt. And" by
impIicatiun, his W(:Jfrn or dIgniry is thereby set above the
bullYlng threat or the vindicrive penalty.

Unknown in Walden 1"wo are the degrading features of
eyen the moSf alleviated brute existence-the druoier.te~..
the quarreling t the mendacity. the hypocrisy, the clever
deception. Unknown 3re the savage rivalries among men to
find a place in a social structure which, upon intelligent
reflection, can command no faith" Unknown is the re!Volting
discrepancy between the ideal and the real-between endless
se,mons calling for ., good will toward men" and the vicious
strugsle to gain mastery over men and use them for a selfish
ends. Unknown are the gross contrasts between human
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blight, squalor, and poverty on the one hand, and luxury,
gleam, and wealth on the other .. Unknown are the '''free'' or
•"permissive" conditions which breed indifferellce to the
worth, wholene1s, and dignity of the indisidualv-the
conditions which produce neglected and brutalized children ..
stunted behavioral repertoires in adults, the painted .,.hQr~s ..
the insane, the robbed t the beaten, the raped, and the
murdered_ Unknown, in short ~ is the badly planned and
rru...raged society which gets ~t1W results UJ civilizing its:
dogs than it does rtii men"

What, then, is wrong with WzldetJ Two? Only one
thing, in Skinner's estimate (24), and that is thm:
•"someone planned jt rhat way .. 1·

If these critics had come upon a society in some: remote
corner of the world which boasted similar advantages J

they undoubtedly would have hailed it as providing a
pattern we all mjght process of cultural evolution, Any
evidence that" intelligence had been used in arriving at
this version of the good rite wl>wd, in their eyes, be a
serious flaw. No mattes if the planner of Walden Two
diverts none of the proceeds of the community to his
(lVJ" use ... no matter if he has no current contact or is of

indeed, unknown to most of the other members of the
community (he planned that, too)" somewhere hack of
It all he occupies the position of prime mover, And
this, to the child of the democratic tradition, spoils it
all.

If, in ether words.. through some estraordinarv combination
of uccidenral events aU men to II given s~jety happened to
come under the control of just the reinforcement
contingencies needed to produce a Walden Two. it 'ft'(ndd
Ilppe:a-r as though they and formed and maintained their
happy societJ on a "free and voluntary:E' ba~is. Becau5t' no
"'benevolent desJX>t" had u~d his intelligence tll dnign th~

contingencie~ required, the resulr \tould ~m quite:
compatible with democratic dodritLt. But in the absence of
such an unlikely- one Inight safely say irnp055ible
combination of accidents,. the whole ptogram ~Jr'.rS

inherently wrong. It suggests a 'iototali!arian dictators.hip' ~

whit:h, howe'Ver inrelHge1lt and morally predispo5Cd t flies in
the facf of aU fhat bas~n tradItionally taught. And on this
ground alone it must thoroughly and emphatically rejected.

l1lert is one exception, hOWe\'ef" Since the :-.;in&1e case
apparently dOC!s not sin against the general rul~'I the
traditional dogma rna)' allow us to applalKl the inteUigeot and
moral individual a~· the product of a 6'good upbringing.' ~

[~ven though ~ong.1det'able pat~ntal planning and mantlge
ment n1ay Qb\oiously b.1l,..e- been inyolvoo, tor some rea50tl it
does not Seem like "quite the ~ame thing" as "'paternal
Ism" pra£t.i~cd on a cOffilnUDity :scale. The individual bl~5ed
~"ith a •"proper upbringing" rnay go throughout his entire
lite happy and ~Il-behaved~ he may devote himself
a..~idooU1Iy to implQving hi~ koowledge: i skill.. and
producti\Tity, and when \\'e inquire why be behaves in these
laudablt way~, h€ may report thaI.he ••wants to'" at •"likes.
t() ,,~ sobehavf_ t-le mayevenmakea grateful reference 10 hi!l
parents in 3Cknawledgmenr of the wisely planned and
dfeclively managedcitT:umstanccs which ~h~d him during
his '''formative years i ' " and WE may nod our head~ in
a.greement w,thout, apparently, sinning against the cardinal
rule of free inner agent doctrine. It is €ertainly not likely that
hr has lost his ability to think,. Of that he may be a" robot ~ ,
or a vi~tim or "catalepsy." We are more likely to point to
certain irnJX>rtant features of his environmental history to
account for his virtues, in which case we are simply



appealing to a history of operant conditioning. But if our
knowledge of his history is inadequate 01 if this sort of
explanation seems, upon reflection, to have offensive
implications, we may seek refuge from the problem by
simply saying that he "freely chooses'· to exhibit the
behavior we admire, In this case, however, we have offered
no real explanation at all. Unless \\'C can explain tobv he
"chooses. " we have said nothing.

Even so, we rnav succeed in maintaining this illusion so
long :.1\ an entire .... '·'mnlunity ,tf men do r-ot all ~ ·chooS(:" 10

behave in the same laudable wavs. It is onlv when tl1!~

happens that we may begin to suspect that "somerhin~ i~
wrong." And jf we discover that rh--v are all products of J

carefully planned and managed Uf,bl !nging. oui suspicion i'

then likely to be transformed into the cUIl\,ictiOU that thrv
have been deprived uf their ""autOtlOlnyeo and •'freedom
and, hence ~ of their • 'responsibility for making (h()i(c~,··

They have been robbed ot their "dignity" and their ahilitv
to think. They represent, in shon ~ a "~olnlnunity (;f

robots, .. a·'cataleptic society." Numbers. a~ it has ofu-: 1

pointed out .. have a magic ail of tt'.cir own.

Tht: FatefulControrersy : Demorrarv \lerJUS Science

Thus, the heart of the matter seem- to btl simply this:
What th ...~ traditional humanitarian finds objectionable
about Walden Two is not ite; achievement. hut the "lCc/17J

to that achievement-s-the deliberate or intentional or
intell tgent Je~l~n of a culrui t· for producing ., hurnani
tarian " people on a universal scale. And this. ot course, is
where we began-s-wirh the Iaiure to agree on means. w.~

are back to the) ancient source of dispute between
humanitarians which arises trom a lack of valid information
with which to answer the three basic questions concerning
whv men behave as thev do. how their behavior can be
changed, and what changes in their behavior need to be
made. And the lack of valid intormation, in tum. may be
traced to the lack of a valid method for acquiring that
information. The entire controversv. t herefore 'I ultimate]y
turns on the failure of traditionalist~ to apply thl' method of
science for discovenng ans\\'ers to the three basic
questions. The principal reason of this is not difficult to
discover: Traditional humanitarians ar~. fUf the most part.
animated by a zeal that approaches, or perhaps e\'~n

approximates, reli~i()us fanaticism in detendin~ thl'
democratic method and, by implication, the liberal
doctrine of free \\~ill. It mav be said that. in an earlier dav,
supernatural religion was the main ~nemy of science; but· it
may also besaid that today this wholly misguided r01t, has
b{~n usurped by liberal-democracy.

But if it is finally discovered that men rnust be in'(llli~ffit

and planful in co~stru('tin,g tht~ir t~il\'ironment in order ro
make themseh'es univers,llJ y happy, heaJthy" wealthy.
wiSt~. and v.'t,!I· ~hav~d. why shotlld thi~ hother Ih('

Iiberal,·detTIOcrat so nUJch? Is the product of the
liberal-democratic tradition so bound by his cl,ndittoning
that he cannot see that any belief in the finality of
democratic doctrine is not in any important \va,~ diff~r(lnt

from supernatural beliefs which are tau~ht and pttrp'l(uated
with the same assurance? Have the controlling pract ices
used in his id(lolo~ical indoctrination engineered the very
same attitudes in him that he finds objectionable in the
religious dogmatist? Has his commitment to the
democratic conception of man and to democratic
procedures for group planning and management become so
pathological that he is now willing to sacrifice the goals of
democracy in order to preserve that conception and its
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supporting procedures? Has he become such a prisoner of
dogma that he simply cannot believe that the architects of
democracy could have been wrong about human nature
and about how to improve it? In a day when even
religionists are beginning to question the infallibility of
thei f popes and sacred books, are men of the liberal
democratic faith, like the faithful of some rival political
creeds, ready to assign papal inlallibility to the chief priests
of their idological heritage? Have the propaganda devices of
J '·tree societv " been so ~Iffl'ctivc that even its scholars
have b-en ~u(~('essfullv iauaht what to think-s-with the
result that thev can never ~'·re~lIy think again?" Unless
nu-n of the de~ocratic Tradition are able to <hake fr~ ll(

their conr-rvansrn and acknowledge that democratic
l~overnin.g practices can. through a scientifically guided
rulrur al .voluuon. be succeeded by much better ones" they
will almost ortainlv cornrnir themselves to i) much more
ign(lrfli~1\"us form of cultural extinction.

Unwittinulv. the faithful of the liberal-democratic
tradition form what i" almost certainly the greatest single
obstacle to the realization of the humanitarian goa]. This is
a strong indictment against a docrine that has long enjoyed
sacred status and widespread support ~ but it is important
that the facts. however distasteful, be squarely met. For
this an snalvsis of dernocrdey is required. Here only an
abbreviated .discussion will hp possible in so brief a
cOJupa'\s. ..

As we have seen, the central tenet of liberal-democratic
doctrine is the concept of fret.' will. The origin of this
psychic or mentalistic conception may be found in the
animistic beliefs of antiquity" many of which survive today
to relarivelv crude form among primitive peoples. The
derails ot the mentalistic kind of explanation vary. From
urne to time new features are added and old ones are
dropped. The basic pattern. however. is aJways much the
same: human behavior is controlled by some inner mental
a~l'nt" inner mental force. or inner mental componentry
which is different in nature from the physical character of
thl' natural world. The main implication of this primitive
notion is seldom made fully explicit. but it nevertheless
rl'presents the most celebrated attribure credited to the
human anirnal under liberal-democratic doctrine: man has
'Nithin himself a supernatural or metaphysical power which
sets him apart from the natural or physical world. and his
behavior is therefore beyond the reach of a natural or
physical science,

Few would challengr the monopoly of science for
dt.'v('loping t()chnolo~ies to deal \\·ith the inorganic part of
natun~ and the anatofnical and physiological aspects of the
organic part of nature. This is the traditional distinetioo
net\\'ren physiccd technoJ()~y and biological technology,
and the Het'd for a scitlltifit· ioundation in both case~. is now
cJc..:cepted by educated nlen. Hut wh~lln it comes to
deve'opln~ a technology for J()alin~ with the behavioral
a'ipt:'Ct ot the organic part of nature, the scientific pattern is
challer;ged. A bt'havioral technolo.gy founded on science
seenlS strangt.) only hecause men have not yet accepted the
tact that bt.~havior is continuous with physiolo~y and
anatomv. It is the fanciful nonphvsicaJ inn~r agt9nt which is
at fault ~ since its functlon is t~ miraculously break this
continuity and make behavior subject to a spontaneous
change of course. But once the continuity is recognized,
the argument for extrascientific sources of information
about behavior is no more convincing than arguments for
extrascientific sources of infonnation about anatomy and
physiology.



Democratic government is necessarily incompatible with
science, because it is a behavior technology based on a
belief in miracle-working agents. By implication, it is a
behavior technology based on the belief that a behavior
technology is impossible-except in the form of physical
coercion. This follows when the controlling role of the
environment is denied, and its function is assigned to a
fanciful free inner agent. A doctrinaire refusal to
acknowledge a subtle but nevertheless inexorable form of
noncoercive control prevents the adoption of explicit
technological measures for dealing with that control
intelligently according to the ethical requirements of group
life. Thus, the liberal-democratic conception of individual
or personal freedom actively inhibits any planful effort to
promote technological advance in the field of government
for making ethical control increasingly more effective and
for increasingly extending its scope. As a result, the
individual under democratic government remains the
victim of accident and bias, and the group suffers in turn.
Here, if anywhere, is the fatal flaw in democracy.

Democracy is therefore an inherently conservative
design which, by its self-limiting nature, acts as a
thwarting mechanism in the face of the ethical purposes
which support it. From the standpoint of the individual, it
abandons him to the tyranny from which it promises relief.
From the standpoint of the group, it is a lethal mutation in
the evolution of government.

As the difficulties of men persist or worsen or even
threaten to finally engulf the entire democratic program, it
is often argued that more democracy will s~ve the situat~n.
But democracy win not be put in good order by extending
the very practices which arc fatal to it. When t,he b~havior
of men is not adequately affected by an intelligently
planned and managed ethical control, their problems will
not be solved by abolishing all semblance of that control.
The rational, free, self-determining, and morally respon
sible creature of democratic lore is a fiction. And when it
is.made the basis of governmental design, it is a dangerous
fiction. A "government by the consent of the governed '~ is
a government by the contingencies of reinforcement which
control that consent. A "faith in the common man" is a
faith in those same contingencies. To the extent that those
contingencies are manipulable, to the same extent
, 'consent" can be engineered and "faith" can be either
justified or shattered. The absurdities that result from
" democratic politics' , are well known. And as the
complexities of social life increase, the situation grows
worse. It should be evident by now that this is not the road
to the good life, but to disintegration and disaster.

Yet, to most humanitarians this is not evident at all.
There is a failure to understand that the damage inflicted by
democratic methods cannot be repaired by intensifying and
extending the use of those methods. The assignment is not to
spread democracy, but to intelligently evolve a better form of
government. It is not to give ,.;power to the people, " but to
design a government which will ~uarant~e that DOwer it
assigned to competent people, and which w111 further
guarantee that they will exercise that power for the good of
all the people. All methods are amenable to improvement,
and the methods of government, democratic or otherwise,
form no exception. But improvement or progress in methods
encompassed by the field of governmental design cannot be
made without also abolishing an especially cherished tradi
tional practice called' 'politics."
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Politics, like capitalism, is a flagrant example of bad
design. Both are competitive social practices. Capitalists
compete for the wealth of a group, and politicians compete
for the power conferred by the government of a group.
Since both practices divide men into competing factions
organized to establish, defend, and extend special interests
at the expense of rival interests, neither practice can
possible work for the common good. Capitalism divides
men into the kind of rival factions called "economic
classes." Politics divides Olen into the kind of rival factions
called "political parties." The two may, of course, be
connected with each other in varying degress. But the
important point is that both social practices divide men into
mutually competing factions based on selfish or biased
interests, and this is wholly incompatible with the
humanitarian aim of uniting men in a common effort to
promote the common good.

A second important point is that the method of politics
can insure neither ability nor morality on the part of
governors. This is true in the case of both "democratic
politics" and' 'power politics. " Democratic politics is said
to be based on "persuasion," which is a controlling
technique based on behavioral processes subject to
reinforcement. Power politics is said to based on
, ~ coercion, ~, which is controlling technique based all sheer
physical strength. In either case, politics is a dangerous
anachronism. Neither popular consent nor physical force
can insure governmental conduct that is both intelligent
and ethical. Accidental, biased, and aversive controlling
features are inherent in any competitive process, and this is
dramatically illustrated in political practice. As a device tor
selecting governors, it cannot guarantee competence; as a
device for making governors moral, it cannot make good
conduct inevitable. A government based on politics is in its
very nature a defective design.

It bears reiteration and emphasis that all technology is
subject to continual improvement. We are not permitted to
suppose that politics, democratic or otherwise, is the
exceptional case. To accomplish their purpose, it is
imperative that men of good will prepare themselves for a
substantial technological advance in the field of govern
ment. The problem is not to decide between a faith in the
common man or a faith in the philosopher-politician, but
to discover the most effective set of reiniOrcement
contingencies for controlling all men for the good of all.
The competence and morality of governors cannot be
decided either by a universal show of hands or by force of
arms, but only by contingencies which are carefully
designed to select for competence and guarantee moral
conduct. To successfully meet the ethical assignment of
constructing a government which will assure the complete
well-being of the individual and the survival of the group,
men must emerge from the ignorance that separates them
into conflicting and outmoded categories of political faith.
Once it is understood that the contingencies under which
men live exert a "totalitarian" control in any case, the
issue of freedom versus control loses its point. The
important issue then becomes the problem of designing a
totally intelligent control based totally on positive
reinforcement and exercised for purposes that are totally
ethical. The assignment is fully within the scope of a
science of behavior.

A government based on science rather than on politics
may be taken as the central lesson of Walden Two. This,
together with its many implications, may easily make this
book the most important document ever written on the



subject of government. But to mobilize support for a
government based on science, men must be educated to the
fact that they have long been badly misled by mentalism in
the form of free-will theory and its practical counterpart in
the form of liberal-democratic politics. They must be
educated to the fact that these false theoretical and practical
devices are largely responsible for the widespread ignorance
and evil which continue to oppress men living in so-called
"free societies."

Although it is in the nature of science to eventually have
its way, the struggle between emerging facts and
well-established fictions is often a protracted one. It would be
naive to expect the triumph of behavior science over the
free will tradition to be quick and easy ~ but it is possible that
the outcome may be hastened if parallel struggles in the
history of science are carefully scrutinized. The parallels arc
not far to seek, and biology supplies an excellent example.

Since remote antiquity, men have been intrigued by the
enormous differences they observed in both the anatomy and
behavior of living things. Almost always the differences were
explained by appealing to miracle-working minds which
created them at will. What Skinner has done is to bring to
completion a process in biology that began with Darwin: just
as a creative outer mind was replaced by differential
reproduction (natural selection) so a creative inner mind ha...
now been replaced by differential reinforcement (operant
conditioning), Contingencies of reproduction select organ
isms, and contingencies or reinforcement select behaviors.
Both sorts of contingencies are arranged by the controlling
environment.

Long before Darwin men deliberately selected genetic
endowments through a kind of environmental control
called "artificial selection" " and long before Skinner men
deliberately selected behavioral repertoires through a kind
of environmental control called "teaching,'" but in each
case the full importance of the controlling environment
remained unsuspected. The reason, as we have seen, is
simple: casual observation is not enough. Observation
needs to be performed in the controlled way that
distinguishes the scientific method.

But just as Darwin was faced with a stubborn tradition of
entrenched fictions, so also is Skinner. The first was
challenged by judea-Christian theology, the second by
liberal-democratic philosophy. The battles fought and won
by biological science must now be fought and won all over
again by behavioral science. It is perhaps surprising that
men resist facts with such vigor, but it is not surprising
that science always wins in the end. It makes its wayan the
basis of facts.

It is at the point of practical application where resistance
is likely to become extreme. Once discovered, the facts
recommend themselves for use .. and certain questions may
then be asked.. Why not design a species according to
specifications? Why not design behavior according t.o
specifications? In other words, why not move out into all
reaches of the controlling environment to overthrow the
tyranny of accident and to supplant it with an ethically
governed intelligence {or directing man's genetic and
behavioral evolution?

Questions of this sort make excellent sense. Making
mindless accident give place to intelligent design lS the
basis of cultural progress . Yet all of this is very disturbing
to men of the judeo-Christian and liberal-democratic
faiths. As stated at the outset, it is difficult for the scientific
determinist and the free-will traditionalist to talk with one
another. The scientist lives in a world of physical
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cause-and-effect, and the traditionalist in a world where
nonphysical personified actors are held responsible for
physical action. In the last analysis, it is a question of the
scientific account versus the animistic explanation. But
just as physical science dispelled the belief that rain was
hurled down by Jupiter Pluvius and t.hat the wind was
blown by Aeolus. and just as biological science overthrew
the doctrine that life was originated and maintained hy a
nonphysical vital principle, I~O a science of behavior must
finally banish the notion that ~·,(·havior is started up and
maintained hy a nonphysical psychic or mental agent
enclosed within the organism. The scientist may
confidently say that history'! if the phrase will not be
misunderstood, "is on our side."
We can, of course, continue to deny that human behavior

is caused, and struggle as long as possible to maintain the
fiction that we. are free and responsible agents who choose
our own behavior at will. Rut as a terrible cost, for we must
also he prepared to continue on in a world of ignorance,
immorality, and chaos. This is the price we must pay for
refusing to accept the universal principle of cause-and-effect,
and for refusing to act accordingly by designing our
environments intelligently for producing a universally
consistent moral result. On this fundamental point there can.
no longer be any mistake.

But the free-will traditionalist is still not likely to be
convinced. No matter how firm the evidence that emerges
from an experimental analysis of behavior 1 if it conflicts with
established democratic beliefs it must be summarily rejected.
Rut the men who react in this intolerant fashion simply
exhibit the tragic effectsof their own conditioning. We might
suggest, moreover ~ that the critics of Skinner are excellent
cases in point. We must be quick to add that this suggestion
is made not by way of insult put in the spirit of compassion,
for the evidence entitles us to suppose that these men are
unwittingl y subverting the very objectives to which they and
their followers aspire. Ironically, if these same men were
products of the Walden Two culture which they so forcefully
condemn, they would be free of the kind of ideological
conditioning that urges them tp propose a holy war against a
science that offers them the only real hope of salvation. For
although science can offer no final answers of infallible truths
it can offer a successfully tested and self-correcting body of.
methods and techniques for bringing about what would be in
the most literal sense possible. a moral revolution in the
human condition.

At this point we may summarize the central lesson of the
present undertaking. It has not been our primary purpose to
simply show that Skinner occupies a legitimate place within
the hurnanitarian tradition. This, in fact, has been incidental
to the main objective. Rather, it has been to show that his
program may ~ in fact ~ be its only hope. The humanitarian
cannot ~ in good faith ~ evade the responsibility for
investigating this possibilityt Unfortunately ~ this requires
intellectual labor of a rather difficult sort. For this there is
no help. Nor do the difficulties end there. Once a successful
science or behavior is available. it makes no sense to allow
obsolete loyalties to stand in the way of effective solutions.
Old practices must be reappraised in the light of new
evidence. This" of course 4 adds greatly to the original
burden. But the responsibility for undertaking an assignment
cannot be avoided simply because it is difficult. The
assignment must be appraised according to its importance.
And it is important. Critically important, And while broad
advances in human morality, wisdom, and happiness may
necessarily entail the abandonment of politics, capitalism,



and other anciently cherished cultural practices, we should
not be sorry to see them go. The momentary sense of loss or
discomfort that may be felt during transition will be far
outweighed by the ultimate compensations to begained.

Conclusion

In the course of the present undertaking, we have labored
to ShO'Q'l that men must abandon primitive and prescientific
free-will doctrines in favor of behavioral determinism in or
der to have legitimate scientific framework in which to view
their social problems accurately. We have also labored to
show that the results of Skinner's practical and theoretical
efforts offer a complete scientific guide for answering the
three basic social questions and, by implication, for
designing the culture of a society, including the designing of
its government. We have further pointed out that with the
advent of this scientific guide, all so-called social or political
philosophies immediately lose their point. There is no need
to borrow from any of these systems of thought, since the
working model of behavior which has emerged from a
scientific analysis, and which we have attempted to describe
in a very general way, can beapplied to all situations, social
or otherwise, in which men behave. These philosophies have
all become relics of a bygone age" equivalent in status to the
prescientific philosophies that arose from man's early
speculations in the fields of biology and physics. It may be
difficult, at first encounter, to grasp the full enormity of this
remarkable achievement.

It must not be supposed, a..'i some have supposed, that a
Walden Two culture would be the end; on the contrary, it
would be only the beginning. It would be a fresh start for
bomosapiens ~ an historical starting point at which this
remarkable species would begin experimenting with the
intelligent control of its cultural evolution. This unprece
dented experiment in cultural evolution would not only be
directed at progressively increasing the development of
human genetic capacities for successful living ; it would also
eventually be directed at progressively increasingly the
genetic capacities themselves. In sum, both the behavioral
(cultural) and the genetic (biological) evolution of man
would, for the first time, be brought under the control of an
intelligent design. Man would, to put the matter bluntly,
play God, a role which for too long he has left to blind
accident. The question of where Walden Two, the new
beginning, would eventually lead makes, of course, for
interesting speculation, but one thing may be stated with
assurance: man would, to slightly alter the words of
Skinner, finally discover what he can make of himself.

The only major aspect of Skinner's social program that we
have not considered is in regard to the problem of cultural
replacement: by what means can we replace traditional.
culture with scientific culture in all the many groups of
societies currently existing on the face of the earth? The
magnitude of the task set by the problem is, of course,
staggering in the extreme, but this is not a good reason for
neglecting it. The matter, in fact, requires immediate and
devoted attention, for the survival of our species may easily
depend on how quickly the Skinnerian program can be put
into effect for reversing the perilous course set by the wholly
confused conduct of traditional statecraft. Skinner has, in
Walden Two, set forth a brief description of how the problem
of replacement may be met, but this aspect of his program
needs much more development, as he would almost certainly
admit. Radical behaviorists have not yet, unfortunately,
addressed themselves to this problem in any systematic way,
and for this, in light of the gravity of the problem, they may
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be cited for gross negligence.
Because the problem of replacement requires exhaustive

treatment, a systematic formulation of possible solutions has
not been attempted here. For the moment it may be enough
to say that here, as everywhere, two basic questions
immediately arise:

(1) What are the most effective ways for men to behave in
order to successfully replace traditional society with
the new society?

(2) How can men be induced to behave in those ways?

To anwer these questions, we may, resumably, proceed in
a scientific way. We may also .. presumably, single out the
behaviorist or behavior modifier as the person who would, by
virtue of his particular history, be best equipped to suggest
plausible answers to these questions, particularly the second.
The fact that he has not, apparently, so far undertaken this
assignment is a puzzle on which our present ignorance
forbids us to speak.

By way at conclusion, a personal note may not be entirely
inappropriate. The concept of free will is, theoretically, at
the heart of the issue of crime and punishment, and on this
matter I have had, unfortunately, an abundance of personal
experience. I have served thirteen years in prison, including

almost three years on death row. I have had the opportunity
to observe in myself and in countless others the most striking
results of ' 'freedom' , -freedom from an intelligently
designed and manipulated ethical control. This sort of
freedom is in no way worth the price, neither for the
criminal nor for his even less fortunate victims-the dead,
the raped, the mutilated. And as I received reports coming
from the "free world" -reports of madness, disorder,
destruction, war-I could not help but ask, "is more
freedom from this sort of control the answer?" For those of
us who lived our lives in intimate contact with the results of
this kind of freedom, and who at the same time were
reasonably well acquainted with the work of Skinner, there
was often an unusually sensitive appreciation for the promise
this man's accomplishments hold for humankind. We were
therefore, inclined to respond with some emotion at the
abuse that is sometimes showered upon him by men calling
themselves' 'liberal-democrats. ~, For it was not Skinner who
we had learned to fear, but rather the men who react against
the use of science for banishing human evil and suffering. It
was, to be brutally frank, the misguided reactionary of the
liberal-democratic tradition who filled us with trepidation,
and not the behaviorist with humanitarian aspirations. Men
writing in the twenty ..first century might very wen say of
Skinner: "He held the answer to the important problems of
his age, but he was too far in advance of the rest of his kind.' ,
But today to the traditionalist we can only say: "If you seek
a monument to the freedom that you above all else cherish,
then simply look around.' ~ t
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